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This .Issue .is DediCated ,·tolnertia

O.FTHE NATIONAL LAW' CENTER
THE GEORGE WASHIN~TON UNlVER~ITY

.~UI)ENTNEWSPAPER

Vol. 10,'N~. 7

.

~bruary 7, 1979

Faculty Endorses
:

Elliot .Addr~sses.
Law- School Problems

.Barron

by Steve KJeifieId
Two meetings of the faculty
were held" within .an eight day
period. the highlight of which was
the faculty's nomination of Professor Jerome Barron. as the next
dean of the National Law Center.
Professor Barron's appointment
is now subject only to the approval of the Board of Trustees.
The first meeting. was on
January 26. and ·covered only a
few routine'
matters.
First,
Professor Chandler was elected to
an additional term as faculty reo
presentative to the University
Senate. Second, two part-time
faculty members were appointed.
Myron Nordquist was appointed
to teach Law 532-International
Law of the Sea-a course which
he. I's.p·.resently· -:teaching, .and
W'II'
DR
hi h,1
.. }laItlU9-ss
•.. g~y~."r~Qp1-

begin anew. and suggested that
, .Professor Barron. be appointed
dean.
At that point Professor Green'
contacted Sheldon Cohen of the
Alumni Association and Dana
Dembrow of the Student Dean
Search Committee, and asked if
they would favor Professor.
Barron's
appointment.
Both
strongly gave their approval,
although the Student Committee'
voiced their dissatisfaction with
the fact that an outsiderwas not
chosen. After getting the '. approval of both groups, the
Faculty Committee recommended
that Professor Barron be appointed. .
Professor Green also related
that a second meeting with President Ell' tt
'. h ld th ..
.
10 was e •
e purpose
of which was 'to determine.If an
. f«<"
- .... , .. '.,
.... y:

'i=~r~:2:·~~!~~~~~;i~e:cia~~

.by Bill Crowfoot.
GWUSA Senator
National Law Center'

law students" charge. President
Elliot said that no sector' of the
University subsidizes any other
University President Dr. Lloyd' and that each school has been
Elliot spoke to me last week about required since 1966 to "operate
the $500 tuition' hike for law on its own financial bottom." In
'students recently approved by the 1966, as the University's new
Board of Trustees. In my capacity president; and implementing a
as a member of the University philosophy
of decentralized
Student Senate I suggested to university administration,
Dr.
him, first. that law students view Elliot proposed this "financial
the 13010 rise as unnecessary in a bottoms" policy to forestall the
period of - surplus University possibility that the rest-of the
budgets, Second, I expressed the University would be harnessed to
widespread concern in the Law pull along the Med School or any
School that the' University is other school. This remains his
school faculty; and had acted in "soaking" law students for all it philosophy. The percentage of
an autocratic fashion In effectivecan get. i.n.order to subsidize !ts our. tUit~ondoliar th.at g~es. to the -,
ly selecting his own dean. Pro~other
~1~ISIO~S.~e~. ~ ask.cd him University, I Dr. Elhot mtcate~,
fessor Kayton alleged that Presi- to exp a~~:J
t e n~erslst:Jet~
pa~s 10 a~~e part d ~r h ! e
dent. Ell" tt had.
t t d
a~cen_
. ev~ry aw ~...oomamtenan.ce,
eatmg.a~ Ig tmg
p'..
I o"'11
. Chon,de e
tuition .dollar. Finally, I asked. of the Law School buildings,
roressor Barron or t e ean- h
h th he
Id be' '11' .
Wh'l D'· Ell' t did '
hi b
';:'h",
".;
.lm",e
~~.e wou . e WI mg .. ,:., 1 e. r. .. 10 I grve ,?e
_
sl.lJ:Le or~.~e,ac:kr~IYed.atq:.meet·wlthlaw
students to some figures that show that 10
fl'

.'

'.~~ee::i~~~~aC:~I~f~~~~~t;J:~~~··~~~~U#~e.~~~~#~~~~~~6~lfq~ft~n~2t1~~~~~'_.~.:;.~~~~:~
teach ComplalnfProcedures
and
dates, m regard to Elho~t s degree, be.fore the meeting With the Com-, session:'
.
"
'.
Remedial
Relief under
the
of support for the National Law mlttee.,Pro~essor.
Kay!on also
After stating that -all the extra
National Labor Relations Act.
Cent7r.As
a result of the alleged that smce the ~a~n reason revenues generated. by the tuition
Finally, Dean Kramer proposed
meetm~, most members of .the for the . Knauss reJectl<?n ~as
increase would remairi in the taw
that H.P.· Green be awarded
Committee
felt that Elhott
money, .It was hard to Imagme School and that the University's
emeritus status upon his retirecapably r~presented the law that a school of GW's resources
share of our tuition dollar would
ment at the end of the school
school's interests. , ,
c?uld notoff~renough
to lu~e remain proportionately the same,
term; a recommendation to which
Profess?r . Roth~chlid added him, to Wa~h~~gton, an~ t~at Dr" Elliot cited two principal
the faculty unanimously agreed,
that ,PreSident Elliott. was also PreSident EllIott s ~ffort~ to give. reasons for the increase. First, the
The second meeting' was held in questIOned about fundmg for .the effect to the faculty s deSifes were La w 'School
Administration
the Stockton Hall basement on la~school. Elliott ..told the Com- . questionab,le at best. Professor
would like to have more money to
February
2, Professor
H.P.
mlttee that t~~ law sch~ol could Kayton said that students shoul.d improve its "academic product."
Green, present Chairman of the get $3-5 mlihon for Improve- h~ve ha_ct.
a chance to express their Dr. Elliot gave me comparative
Faculty Dean Search Committee
ments, but that a new law ~c~ool views. and th~t students should be figures
suggesting
that our
due to Professor Barron's with- woul~ run at le~~t $20 .m~II~I,on, awa~~ of thiS "procedural; out- education is underpriced.
drawal from that. post, sumand It would be unreahstlcto
ra~e
performed .by PreSident
Second,
the
marized the events leading up to as~ume that these funds could be Elliott...
,
. ,..:
University is especially concerned
Professor
Barron>- being con- : raised.
At that pomt Dean Kramer about greaterthah
9% inflation
sidered for dean. According to
Professor Kayton then s!at~d asked all students and non-- rates in major expense areas such
Professor Green; Robert Knauss
that although he was enthUSiastiC tenured faculty memeber~ to le~ve as fuel and other energy costs. At
refused because the offer made to about Professor Barron as dean,
the room so that a diSCUSSion this point Dr. Ellioftold me that
him was not "sufficientlyattrache felt the need t? make some pro- could be held and a vote coul? be the tuition
raise ,had
been
tive",
Martin Dickinson ap- c~dural observatIOns for the, bene- : taken. The tenured faculty, mmus recommended by the Law School
parently preferred the peace of
fit of the students a~ t~e I~w Professor Harr?n,~\Vho.was
not Administration arid that Dean
the Kansas plains to the rat-race
school. The thrust of hiS dla.tTlbe present for obVIOUSre~sons; SU?- Kramer was the one to speak to
of Washington, D.C., and Henry
wa~ that although Pr~sldent
seq?entlyapproved
th~ Commltabout the Law School's priorities.
Manne was not interested in the Elh~tt has done a, sup~rb ~ob ~s, tee s . recommendatlo.n..
that
He asked me whether I had. 1 told
job. According to Green, GW . ~resldent of the umverslty, ID;thiS . Professor Barron be su~ported as him that, ,quite frankly, the
President Lloyd Elliott . felt that
Instance he ~ad totally dlsre- the next dean of the NatIOnal Law thought had not occurred tome.
there wasn't sufficient' time to garded the. Wishes of. the law Center.
The Advocate deadline prevented
me from getting to him in time for
this article.
In response to the 'soaking the

Tuition Strike.· Threatened

by Jeffery Berry

never implemented,
achieved
- With SBA elections only one positive results. For. five months
week' away, increasing' focus is the movement. received considerable
publicity
in the
centered on next year's tuition
increase. Student indignation is Georgetown Law Weekly; Adat Georgetown
being fueled by the statements of ministrators
candidates ranging from a call for University responded. to· this
a tuition strike to demands that pressure .and . their .. budgeting
practices opened up, Georgetown
the school be forced to account
for the hike in a. reasonable, University Law ..Center; now.
under
a nearly'
manner. Such platforms are con- operates
structive and are not destined to . autonomous budgeting' system,
Information is available. to ' the
failure as many of the apathetic
students of GULC as to precisely
would think. Threats ora tuition
what percentage of their tuition
strike at Georgetown University
goes for indirect 'costs; an~ 'more:
Law Center· in 1973, although

~

importantly, how this amount
breaks down' between ' plant,
utilities,
and ...a:dministratiJ,le
overhead. Such iIiformation is
not presently 'available" to the
students of The National Law
Center.
'.
'There are,however, signs that
the. George ,Washington
,ad-.
ministration isbeginning:to.listen
tosttl(lentcomplaints, in this area.
A tuition strikeis'notthe
best'
way to convince the :'ad-nlinistration to come forward with this
.' information. A comparison of
... ','." -,' ,-CcJrttbille"don page 13

of our uuition dollar.
and that in FY1978 it took 24%,
we did not analyze together the
University budget to test the
veracity of his other assertions.
Dr. Elliot did say, however, that
he would be happy to meet with
law students
and to field
questions on the subject. At that
time a law student moresophisticated in budget analysis and
accounting practices than this
writermay~eIL~ant
to challenge
the statements;inade in this interview': That'iaw' student sh~uld
contact Dana Dembrow, Editor
of the Advocate, for information
on where to getthe numbers.
It is important
that the
President meet with law students,
perhaps in conjunction with Dean
Kramer, and that he be received
with a barrage of probing
questions, so that the Administration might perceive the depth
of Law School sentiment .on the
issue of tuition hikes in particular. and. in general. on the
GW conc~pt of "administration
in isolation." I spoke to Steve
Friedman, SBA President, and he
agreed to orchestrate the meeting.
The date will be announced.
Advocate)
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SBA Obtains· Grade Reform

all need, to be recognized f
There are two types of inertia; inertia or rest and inertia of
all of these things must be done;
.
.h
or
by Stephen Friedman
h e Iptng me wit the real bullshit
momentum. No o?e could seriously argue that GW Law School,
and they must be done by students
Student'
Bar
Association
President
or for the pretentious, The National Law Center' has not been
who generally do not" have the work that no one else was Willing
caught up in the lethargy and indolence of the former inertia of
to. do. The Dean Search ComWith a catchy title like that, I _time to do them.
rest. This inactivity is not found solely with any single aspect of
m~ttee, under the strong leaderam
guaranteed
that
virtually
the school but rather is shared by, us all: This state seems even
Dembrow ,e ne d s
everyone will read this article.
Before'this begins to sound like ship of, Dana
.
~ore apparent ~n the middle of winter with Washington's dirty
commen danon for the efforts in
In the last issue of the Advocate a testimonial banquet, let me say
, dishwater-like weather, the tedium of class week-in and out, the
what. has undoubt.edly been the
a commentary appeared entitled that the SBA this year has not
~alls o~ Sto~kton and the inevitable tension of searching, for a -,
"SBA GRADED", lam told by' reached many of the goals which I ' most Important activity at the law
Job. It IS as If each of us were "a pair of ragged claws Scuttling
my friends that on a credit/no
set for it at the beginning of this school t.his year. A very special
across the floors of silent seas." Each of us, for avariety of
thanks IS owed to Deans K' k
credit basis that article would administration.
My personal
• k
d
rr reasons, is guilty of apathy" parochialism, and inconsideration.'
require the SBA attend summer belief is that that will always be pa t ~IC, an Potts, as well as the
From the unprepared 'student, to the intolerant faculty or admajority
of
the
faculty.
Regardschool in .order to-make up the the case. Inan institulion like the
ministrators, to the incredibly inconsiderate students in the,'
less of what anyone says th
lost hours. It is not worth law' school, where a student
, divid
ese
library who either fail to replace their books 'or even cut out
lVI ua Is are trying, as' they
anyone's time to attempt to organization has only as much _in
, important cases, the, entfrecommunityIs blameworthy. The
resporid to the numerous, alle- real power as the administration
know best, to provlde us with th
frustration of dealing with this inertia and its consequences are
gations and innuendoes contained is willing to give it, change comes highest quality· legal educaf e
evidenced bythis issue's letters to the editors. ,
'
Ion
therein. Rather unfortunately, the very slowly.
Nonetheless~
I , possible.
" Yet withinthis,perva~iveframework
of (inactivity is an; empersonal difficulties between Mr. believe' we have made some
The ~ist. of accomplishments
" .bryo of concern which is still at a very delicate stage. There are a '
Dembrow and myself are fast be- progress in 'the past year. As a ~nd praise IS not that long. The
.:number of events which indicate thatthe Law School has within
coming a matter of public record. result of the efforts of Joe Jobs ,left undone are numerous. In
, it the potential to 'move from inertia of 'rest and acquire the
'Sufficed, [sic) to say that you Darnell we now have enough
electing the new SBA officers [
aspects of inertia of momentum. New Xerox machines are here.
cannot please aU of the people all lockers for virtually every student
as
we. WI'II d0 on Feb. 14th] I sin.
The, National Lawyers' Guild has assembled .fourfull 'and inof the time, In so far, however, in the school. We have yet to . c~rely . hope that serious conteresting evenings, concerning Energy. Creativity has' become'
thai Mr. Dembrow's
article devise a system to effectively dis- slder~tlon 'will be given to the
manifest in the Law Revue. There are an awful lot of people in
reflects on those individuals in the tribute them. Because Susan
selection process. If you
first year Moot Court, more than ever apparently.
,,
ed'
are
SBA, other than myself, it would Bastress was willing to fight, for
mter;st
m seeing the SBA
Though any qualitative comment on the position of the Law
seem that some comments are iii months with the library adminiscont.lhue to ~r0',V into a viable
School and its future borders on the inane.the Law School does
order,
tration, we: now have the badly
service orgamzauon, it is necesseem !O be.at a.erucial.point in its development. Most obviously,
The Student Bar Association is needed copy machines. Susan
sary t? ~Iect tho~e individuals who
there IS going to bea new dean. As most of you know" there will
a voluntary student organization.
O'Keefe
and
Sam
Malizia
are wtlhng to give their time and
be a new SBA body. The selection of the new dean is done. The
It is voluntary in the sense that no planned and executed_an orientaenergy to make it so. This year's
selection of the SBAis/still to come. Conscientious selection of
one can be' required to give their .tion week that by all standards,
officials will have the opportunity
SBA members, together with an energetic, innovative, and most
- time or energy in its behalf. Those was truly outstanding.
saul
to ~ork with Dean Barron as he
importantly, imaginative dean could make all the difference for'
people' who participate do so Goldman and Susan Kelly, on
begins to undertake the responthe Law School. The embryo for change and the development of
because they chooseto; because' their own initiative, and desiring
a law community is present. The school needs a Dean responsible
they perceive a need and are to provide better. services to the sibility for the law school. After
, to nurture this type of energy. This effort could eventually take
willing to attempt to satisfy such students, offered the school the speaking with him, I am conthe pretense out of "National Law Center".n could ,move the
-need, A great number of the needs first real book exchange we have vinced that Dean Barron has a
school to a state of inertia of momentum.
,~
genuine and heartfelt desire to
of t~e, law scho~1 are fm: from had in years. With SBA support,
"by John Lambert
-exotic or romantic. Most m fact' and particularly as a result of the offer the students the legal and
are quite dull. It" is difficult to patience and determination of our per5?nal envir~nment that they
are mterested tn. There is lillIe
i~a~ine'
overwhelming
eit. treasurer, Peter Glaser, student
dO!Jbt t~t Dean Barron will be a
tlt,uslasm: for, the ,opportunity to organizations,that had previously
,
tr~~~p~~,'~~
to the law
~~u.re"thehall~t;c:)I~
n,e~J~~ers.,
-flou~dered,
are
now
offerin~
a
,cTh~,.AJumni AssQciation of, the: patent,'.law, division said this is a
schOC)IenVIronment. It is impol:!O" Iltu~f envelopes; being sent to wide variety of prograins.'1bese
G~rg~
Washington
University
traditional spring s~mester ,event
mcommg, students,to
roll events are necessary if we are 'to tant to seize this opportunity to
NatIOnal Law Center and the held to acquaint George WashingStude~t !ntellectual Property Law ton University Jaw students' with quarters. fo~ deposit irflhe bank, avoid becoming locked up in the elect the leadership that is
~~ble,
and more importantly,
Assocla~lOn (SIP LA? are co- the patent law graduates, from
or to dlstnbu~e the semi-annual
"horn book world." Jill Lemer
wtlbng, to work with Dean
Artie Korzec, and Bob Kracko~
,sponsonng a cock~atl, reception George Washington University. " course evaluatiOns. Nevertheless.
Barron in his efforts to improve
for ~II stud~nts .tnterested in
The National' Law Center is
our school.
pursumg careers tn' intellectual considered' to ,have the finest_
property law (patents, copyrights, program in the nation in in-'
[Ed. Note: The AdvocQte wishes
trademarks, trade secrets, etc.) on, tell~ctual property' ,,'law, ~nd'
Tuesday, February "27".1979,,
claims many influential prac'n W'
d
h
'
to express oJJr gratitude for this
tzzar ,w 0 teaches
'II
'.
. I
Merll
from .4:00, to 6:30 p.m; tn the titioners and judges as graduates.
physics and the occult arts at WI represent the National Law a~lc e and our regret that' preMarvm Center.,
. All students
of intellectual
Center in regional competition I'n VIOUScriticisms of the SBA have
,
,','
,
property law are invited to attend.,
C
. arne Iot C ommunity, College,
N
b
Invented a duo-ray television tube
ew York City in April.
,een
regarded as a "person~i"
Cliff Dougherty.! ,president' of For more information
contact
One of the 'issues that will be' ~atter.
,It
is_past
the' NLC~lum:njj
~ssociation, ,Kim Smith (29~,68S0),'president . especially adapted for use. in big
scre~n ,television
sets'. while addressed is whether the statC$ time that the persons who conand Bob Miller, preSident of the' of SIPLA.
'
s~avlng on~ morning, ~erliri later ~ay p~otect, thr~ugh_ their laws~' tribute to the SBA are recognized
dlscl~sedm
confidence his in- mventlons
'which
'are
un.' for their service and accomplishventi~n to Tube Corporation of p~tentable and have been publicly ments.
Weare happy to work
",
]/
Amenca (TCA) who later success- disclosed..
' ,with the SBA toward this end,
f~lly marketed the invention'
To'
h
The Advocate hopes that the next,
.
s~ wether
Merlin,"'lhe
SBA adml'nl'strat'l'on wl'll make
WIth out M ert,in's permission.,'
Impovenshed basement tinkerer
be
'
.
r '. TCA, the faceless' multl'-'
tter use of the newspaper in the
I
mutual interest of the student
M er Iin's legal hassles are the n t
background for patent law' moot
a I~na, ,will prevail in this body, the ,Advocate, and the
Basement"Bacon Hall
court
which will be held 'Tuesda'y ,'must
cla~lccome
saga toofthe
good
and evil you
"" 2000 H Street, N.W.
F
c,c.>mpetl·tl·on'.
A"II St u d ent Ba r Association. Please
'--"';Washlngton; D.C: 20052'
ebruary"
13,
and
Thursday,'
F b
students ar.e invited,. and refresa..-.' be advl'sed , h owever, t h'at artie Ies
e ruary IS, at 8:00 p.m., in ments
II
II·
submitted for publication in the
Tel. (202) 676-7325
Stockto n H a.II Th e winning team .' arguments.
WI ,follow the ora I future must be typed by the
, Dana Dembrow
,
'
author.)
Editor-In-Chief
John ~mbert' ,
, . "Bill
Lieth
Managmg Edit~r.~;( :' '
Production Manager
J~ffery Berry .-;,,::-: '.',
.:
SteveCorkin
.
" Busmess Manager
Advertisln Man
'
,.#.
Writing Staff: I?avld Bane, Barbara Beck, HarrygCher::::
B
. St~dents who may be conSupe!"ior Court)
Ms
H'
Second
year
students
are adGoodman, Jim Heller, Steve Klelfleld, John Seibel
,ob_
sldenn~ applying foro,a judicial D'
'.
lDer
.Irector of' Placement,
wili vised that there will be one round
clerkship
are
invited
to
the
L
Arts Editors: Thecla Fa~llI:n,Wendy Gordon, Jim Swee
, ~enter's .' Clerkship , Commit~~ d.ls~uss the mechanics of par- of interviews during 1979 in early
tiCipating
in the Clerk h'
Cont,ributors: S\ls~n'!last..e~s,~Biil 8-06("-,' ;Elliot Ch:~:t 'Eli
April. Applications
for these
mformatlOn, meeting in Stockton Co
"
'
S Ip
mmlttee
s
evaluation
CI~mbrone, .BiII Crowfoot, Carios Del Valle, Ste~hen
Hall, Room 101, at 4:00 on
interviews
are due' in the
procedures.
,
~rle~ma~, Mike Goergen,Howard Graubard, .Michael Janik
VVednesday,February 14, 1979.
Placement Office, Bacon 203; on
ay a
Irsch, "MolI~
Malone, Ralph, Nader
Jacob
Th
'; or before March I. Late ap, e p~rpose of the meeting is
P~~kowski,~~d~ Parker, Ma~i1~nPeters, GienScb~ltz, Eric
to .prC?vlde studenls' with i- plications will not be accepted.
Simon, .o~nDls,Steln,J~rry TlDlanow,Kiera Tschelistcheff,-A~socia~e, • pean
Potts
formatIOn as to
I'f"
q
, John TrlgJllo, Andy Vohnsky, Ann Warren, AI Zimmet.
Chalrrr.tan ; of the Clerkshi~
sought b'
d'
.qua I IcatlolJ~
Students,
may obtain
in~~The opinlon~ ex~ress~d. ~~reln;are ,not necessarily those of the
Committee, will moderate a panel research ~~~ ge~,. Importance of
Off"
, wntmg experienc,""" f ormation
.
'!; Advo~ate Edltonal Board,'theNational
Law Center, or Goo e
composedofthree W78graduates
and applications from
d I .erences in clerk h'
vanou
' '
SIPS', at the Placement Office.lf you have
.~w:a:sh:l:n:g~to:n=u~n~lv:e~rsil~ty~'~'~'i~"~"
iii~i.ii'ii: ;'iii~~rgii'
~ho are~.~.Courtof
currently'clerking'for
Judges
Appeals~' by' d~r~~,ur~~luti~ti perforll)ea any questions after reading the
I~'
" lJ·S. Dlstnct Court,
and D.C" matters,
'
. 0 er related
materials, please feel free to. see
0_ ;
". Ms, Hiner.
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'page Three

---Lette'rsito··
the Editor:------

take the courses they need when invested in afternoon 'beer parties will increase by 14070? And
Editors Note:
services they will be getting for
and other social affairs. Most of something MORE' than just
With the SBA election deadline they need them.
their money and they are entitled,
Ann Warren
our speakers have come from talking needs to be done about it.
today, Wednesday the Zth, and
as consumers, to a voice in the
other
bodies-The
National
the Advocate's
copy deadline
To the editor:
Maybe if 300 students showed up
formulation of any new priorities.
sGradtng System. The present
Friday the 2nd, the Advocate has,
The National Law Center is not Lawyers Guild, BALSA, The at the Board of Thistees meeting
system of anonymous grading is a
at the request of the SBA, asked living up to its name. I, like Latin Legal Movement. The SBA - some, change could be effected.
farce. We are not truly protected
that letter writers delete any, others, arrived here with the cannot afford to play 'such a Maybe a coalition of students,
by anonymity, nor do we have, on
reference to their candidacy for
impression that the school was limited role in the activities of the teachers and administrators could
But· let's do
the other hand, the satisfaction of
an SBA position. The purpose oj indeed a national center of law. school, because the whole spirit get together.
knowing that every professor
the request was not to disadvanThat it was a legal institution of the law center suffers. In the SOMETHING!
tage those who chose to enter the which by virtue of its title, forthcoming SBA elections we
The S.B.A.needs
netter
must consider every exam as the
product of a real live person with
race earlier this week.
reputation and location could must elect a more visible and communication channels with the
a name. SBA must work to
afford to be an active forum active SBA. The' National Law students. As I write this letter I
eliminate the ambivalence of the
where the legal, political and Center embodies in its title its notice that the S.G.A: bulletin
To the editor:
present system.
social issues of our days would be own fulfillment. Let's make it live board has two messages on it: one
The time for ineffectual stude~t .. aired, challenged and, debated. I up to its name.
describing the results of the Dean
Additionally, we are concerned
government has passed. It is time thought that it would be a' place
Carlos Del Valle Search Committee, and the other
with the gross disparities of grade
for U$ to demand the standard of where the principal actors of our
announcing the January book
point averages between first year
excellence we deserve. Though
exchange. It shouldn't take much
sections that have arisen in the
national affairs would speak on To the editor:
there are changes necessary in the behalf of their visions, arid their
Only through strong advocacy effort for the S.B.A. to keep us past. We are convinced that an
facilities of the school, there are programs,
indexing system can be developed
furthermore,
I of student rights can the Student better informed about - times,
of a long-term nature and are not believed that the activities of' the Bar Association be effective in dates, and agenda of their to put everybody on equal footing
within the realistic scope of what
as they move into second year.
law center would reflect upon the meeting student needs. My' ex- meetings. Better public notice of
the SBA can .accomplish now.
problem that SBA
importance of our role in the, perience as a First-year c. Repre- when the Board of Trustees is This isa
There are, however" changes
fields we have chosen. In sum, I sentative in working to acquire acting on major student issues is should address.
which can be invoked now to believed this would truly be a new copy machines for the Law needed also.
-Facilities.
President Elliottbetter the law school environGetting new copying machines
told us that the University is
national law center.
.
Library leads me to believe that
and running a book exchange is a doing a' study of law school
ment, Ifwas notlong ago when
This has hardly been the case. such needs can be met.
SBA ~sed to help ~~tract speakers
As it is, we have very little to
We should work vigorously start. It shows us that a few facilities to 'locate problem areas
of national recognmon to come to' distinguish us from,any
other with our new Dean to improve students CAN effect change; a and to recommend solutions.
Students know what the problems
th7 school and lecture. 'Why has ," good law school. We have a good faculty/student
relations.
To change for our own benefit.
are. Students will utlimately pay
this
valu~ble program
been
faculty, a sound administration.
achieve this goal, the SBA should- Easi~ registration, more efficient
for the improvements. Students
ab~n~~med, As to classroom
But, what could earn the law establish a Student/Faculty Com- elections, slower tuition hikes,
must have a say in their study.
a~tlVltleS, the ~se of audio-visual
center. its name is lacking: an mittee
for the' purpose
of better student communication;
sCommunicattons
within the
aids, such as. vldeO:t~pe, has long atmosphere -of intellectual fer- promoting, communication.' We and having more speakers at our
been. recognized as an effective
ment about the issues we face as need a refurbished lounge which school are some of the issues the law school. SBA ought to meet
teachingtool not only ill the class-' individuals as citizens and as' will provide
a center
for S:B.A.should discuss next year. .' with. thevadministration on a
r It's not, enough to 'complain
regular basis, especially in the,
room, but al~o in helping students
profession~ls. The'~otentiaj
of student/faculty and visiting legal
7valuate .the,lr"own. Ile.rfonnance
the law school has been another scholars, .a benefit now' sorely' about what's wrong with our law first years of the new -deanship.
schooL"With-this· new era ap- This kind of communication will
m preparing for acnvmes such as of the victims of the apathy of the lacking at the "Nationa)":Law
proaching vus we' have a -golden 'help' address' 'thevbigi'problerns
M~~t .Court. But we have no such
Seventies.
.
..' .
, Center.··.·'
oPP~~,tu!:l!~Y
.. t<?,..~ffect i.5hjlng~: . il!>ove,.as well as. .the many little
The"SBA
should
actively
facl,htles.. ,
"".
'.'
There is no reason, however,'
.- -" problems that are
agravlltiI\g...:....
support the' "Advocate". ".Our: Let'sdo~omet"lIlgabout'lt!
. In short, w~. nee<lcha!,ge ..The, for-this condition to. continue.
like the cockeyed way grades are
Da~ School'has' got' h)"invest
WhY'~h61.1id;;!a"~CI1B()rJ"6r·"6ut studeiWJrie\lVspaperlcan(tie'beWW
i; ..?i v.; r.tt, .'",,:r~f.-·
..OO·,>f·.·;EriC'Sjmo'D-:-~
posted· iIr.Jone~"itlle_~0£41the
.utillie(fa~ -a"('omrtl"rorAdmnrlH!.t riJ'iiii?eiJiiiYi-F"
more df'olit excess {unds .ba,*
st''''~~ICd .•..,. ;6"'1 ''>'''-''''l)';
",,":.~t-' r.;"·:,,;!,,.';' . wailing willI.
,.,' ,or,
"''', ."~
fstniHonlSUidentlFatiiilty
'"
opinl~:
inltft'he sch'oo1:iather' iha~ givillS' l1ri:~e to ndra'W't'~srrai~~~~ik~r~'
Our
law
school
desperately
These.,
are.
not·
the
only
it to the general University. For
to talk to its students?, And, I on. Other 'important iss~es Which'
needs a genuine and productive challeng~s ~acmg the SBA. They'
demand
attention
.
include
unac~
the. tuition we pay we're just not
mean, first rate: Why could not;'
partnership
between students, are a begInmng.To the ext~n~that
getting our money's worth. It's
for example, a Marion Barry be . c6unted-for. tuition increases and
faculty, and administration to s.tudents, faculty, and admlms~rathe
absence
of'
a
University
time'we did.
'
invited over to brief us on the new
protect the value of 'our in- tlon work together for the ImJacob Pankowski
urban development programs and commitment to actively plan for a
vestment init, and, in partiCular, provement :of the .Iaw school,
new
LawCenter.
"
strategies being developed)n
The SBA must' enSUre that to address the following major students wrll' benefIt from the
Washington·D.C
and' other
appreci.ation and enha~ced value
student
priorities are reflected in problems:
cities? Why can't we have a
To the editor:
-Tuition. 'Our tuition is going of th~lrdegrees.
ThIS means,
Administrative
decision-making.
My chief suggestion for im- Kennedy speak out on his
up faster than inflation: President essen.ual~y,. that SBA must
Susan
Bastress
provement of' the National' Law national health insurance plan or
Elliott told us (see related article, exercIse Its mflue~ce more forCenter is that each semester
on . the prospects of the liberal'
p. _. _) that the . Law School cefull~,
pro.blng.ly;
and
To
the
editor:
enough sections of.' important
wing of the Democratic Party?
wants
the
extra
money
to
provide
responSIbly
than
I.thas
In the past.
Now 'is the time for change in
courSes should be offered so that
Why can't we have an F; Lee
product.
'i/. BIU Cr~wfoot and
our law school, now is the time a better academic
everyone who wants to. take the Bailey or an Edward Williams
Students
want
to
know
what
new
Elliot Chabot
course can take it that semester. If Bennett lecture, for example, on' for S:B.A. to be sensitive to the
needs
of
the
law
students,
and
t
as many as ° twenty people sign a trial tactics or professional ex,'.:
. .
:.,'....
..'
now is the time' for a new era of
wait list;anoiher section of the perience?
Why can't we have a series of active S.B.A. leadership. In the
course should be added.
next few months we will have a
It' is a well-established 'legal
speakers
from' the different
new dean anda'new s.B.A. What
pririCiplethat "Time' is of the federal agencies brief, those
Petitioning for office opens 9:00 am, Monday, Feb. 12;
essence" in the performance of, students
interested
in th~ we need is a newer outlooK' on
c1oses~noon,Friday,Feb. 16.
on, the what the S.B.A. can do for us:certain contracts. If the' per- respective . agencies
. for they are OUR representatives,
formance is not completed by a possibility and nature oJsummer
and things DO need to be done.at
internships,
full-time
certain date, its value is greatly, jobs,
Votil\gbooths.wi"U be open
decreased, .if not destroyed en- employment? The alternatives, of the law school.
:~.
We
need
new
registration
course, are many. The point is::
tirely.
Mon. thru Wed., F~b. 26, 27, 28.
I believe that this principle also Why can't we have the, people procedures. First' year students
applies to legal education; For who are running this country' should be able to'register for their
semester
classes in
someone who was hoping to take lecture, educate, and inspire the second
Law School has 3 seats on GWUSA Senate.
December; it shouldn't be so
the February bar exam, not being ~ torch bearers of tomorrow?
Executive offices are also vacant.
It is not because they do not difficult considering the fact that
allowed to take a necessary course
first
year
students
do
not
have
until the last semester of the last .' want,·to. It's because we, the
much of a choice in their selection
year of law school amounts to a student body of the law center,
breach of contr act ,on the part of have not been up to the task. The of classes.
We need
new
election
extra-curricular intellectual spirit
the school. .
,
A single S.B.A.
Of course the frustrating ex·, of the law center is not in the' procedures.
perience of being closed out of all hands of either the faculty or the representative passing our paper
ballots before classes start is not
sections of a course you need is administration. It is in the hands
of the students. My position is the most active way to run an
peculiar to second-year students,
TONIGHT-Feb. 7, 1979
since all courses are required the that the SBA, as the collectiv.e election. (I know someone who
voted
seven
times).
representative
of
the
students,
is
first year, and tJtird year students
Why is there no night vice
obviously have to be given- the organ best able financially
president?
Why is there no S.B.A.
and
organizationally
to
provide
preference when there are· not
enough places in a class to go the sort of intellectual life a law .constitution? (In a law school of
center requires. It has not done all places) Why, when the law
around.
school turns a nice profit, will
But my point is that there so. The main thrust of the present
tuition go up $500 next year?
SBA
has
been
on
the
physical
should be enough places to go
While the government tries to'
around. People who pay $3700 a improvement of the school. Other
hold
inflation at 5070, our tuition .
monies
and
energeis
have'
been
year in tui~ion should be able to
<

so
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Next Issue:
The Public's Perception of Law

Page Four

'Tuition Increase Criticized

and non-profesthat, with this increase, law. professional
'
'II h ave gone up sional employees must be passed
school tuition
WI
$1000 since the present second-' on to students, And law students
As the winter months progress year class intesed in September of should not forget that, as memand students don extra sweaters
1977.. The propriety of this bers of the University Commuto cut heating costs and save 31 VJ % increase seems somewhat
nity, they are expected to continue
money, the powers that. be have questionable, in that the normal
their shareof the upkeep of cerdecided to make life a little more reason for such drastic raisestain areas and activities -utilized
uncomfortable for everyone by inflation-does not seem to be in common with every other sturaising tuition for next year by keeping pace. For example, the dent in attendance.
$500. Although not totally unex- inflation rates for 1977 and 1978
However, law students are
pected, the announced increase were approximately 7 and 9%,
questioning just how fair a share
nevertheless will cause some respectively, amounting to a they pay. At the risk of sounding
financial hardship and much 16.6% increase in prices' over greedy, perhaps it is time the
intellectual soul-searching,as stu- those two years. This would
University started promising the
dents question the necessith of hardly seem to beenoughaloneto
. Law School and its students a
this inexplained move. Without
warrant such a dramatic increase.. reasonable return on their dollarproper justtification and substan- And even if the country does before raising our tuition $300
-tiation, the idea of a large tuition: experience double-digit inflation
above that of most underhike could seriously impair the next year, it is extremely, doubtful
graduates, who probably make
friendly atmosphere and cooper- that the rate will climb to a level use of more University facilities
ative attitudes fostered out of equivalent to that of the proposed
than the students of Stockton
necessity by the National Law tuition hike-13 Yz 0/0.'
Hall have time to enjoy. If the
Center's physical and practical
,If experience isa valuable tea- Administration wishes to refine
shortcomings, ' yet shared and cher, it would appear that these the cooperative air existing betencouraged by students, profes- increases are somewhat higher ween itself and the students, it
sors, and administrators alike,
than. necessary. In the firts place, must take steps to ameliorate the
Let me explain, At present; two an organization making a healthy
bitter feelings many possess which
of the Law Center's strong points
profit should have a good reason have been caused by years of
are its casual atmosphere and the before raising the cost of its ser- paying more for less. A good way
general feeling of comraderie
vices; that is simply known as to begin would be a detailed
found in the classrooms, hall- "good business". Simple logic accounting of where the money is
ways, and offices. Indeed, the .would seem to dictate that since going and why.'
growing reputation of George GWU made $6 million last year,
For example, it is doubtful that
Washington University throughan explanation for increasing tui- law students would complain if
out the country has been enhan- tion apparently is in order. Even the revenues from the increase
ced to a considerable extent by the though President
Elliott,
as were going toward upgrading the
fact that an air of cooperation
reported in the Hatchet, has quality of the law library. Bu't
pervades an otherwise unattracexplained how the $6 million has then again, how much is enough?
tive situation. Everyone should
been allocated, this new round of An increase of $53,000 for this
realize that, in light of our inadetuition increases raises questions
year has not seemed to help that
quate academic and library facili- concerning whether this school is much. And if a $538,000 budget'
ties, our current assets should be more' interestedinenhaneing
puts our Iibrary,in its present
emphasized and strengthened so profits or providing quality-ser- fbrm, will $625,000 for next year",
.as to keeprriohde high and-our "vices -.at the lowest:,'\price-cfor-'(the
proposed' budget) be suffireputation, already tarnished by students.
.'
.
cient to raise the quality of our,
ABA threats to our accreditation,'
.', This leads to the second exam- library' to a level commensurate
intact.
pie of how we should pay attenwith that of our growing repuUnfortunately,
proposed tuition to history, for even though it . tation, especially when some of
tion increases unsupported by cost more to go" to school this this money must. pay increased
justifying statements would seem year, existing services are no 'salaries and other inflation-reto work directly against the sott .better and may be worse than last : lated costs? Mind you, that is
of cooperative air a law school in year. Administrative cooperation
George Washington's
position
in accounting for new tuition
would want to promote. Arbiincreases is essential since law
trary action breeds mistrust, and students are beginning to wonder
mistrust can only lead to disagreewhether their annual. contriments, complaints, anda general
butions will ever lead to somesituation of bickering and con.fl~ct thing approaching a suitable acabetween stu~ents an~ ~dmmls- demic atmosphere. Law students
trators. Obviously, this IS some- cannot be expected to capitulate
thing no one reall~ ~ants to s~e - to every request for more money
come about, and It IS the main without being shown some logical
, reason why the.B~ard .of Trustees
nexus between the hardship and
and the Administration sho~~d the expected gain.
present .to the st?~ents a specific
This is not to say that some
account~ng, detaIlmg the need for increase is not justifiable. The
a $500 mcrease for law students
National'Law Center encounters
and just where this money is to be rising utility costs, materials bills,
spent.
and unexpected repair expenses
Surely an accounting is not
just like any consumer would.
asking too much, considering
Also, cost-of-Iiving increases for
by John Trigilio

assum ing that the library gets all strikes, appeals
. . toCthe President's
I B d
that it asks for, which .as any fool Wage and IPrice
oar,
b d ontro
bli
hi h
can plainly see, does not always and overal
a pu rcity w IC
appear to be the case. But if thatleaves lasting s,c~rs. Certainly neipart of the proposed increase ther the Administration nor the
above the normal inflationary rise. students
desire such drastic
was being earmarked-for library developments, and a meaningful
improvements,
the students
accounting would certainly be a
would at least be able to see some step in the right direction in
tangible need for paying more.
avoiding them.
_ The same could be said for'.
Furthermore,
perhaps
the
plans involving a new physical University should be more open
plant. Everyone, -has acknow- to suggestions for keeping tuition
ledged the need for better facili- down. For example, other law
ties, yet tuition goes up while law schools have faculty members
school goes on in delapidated. devoting considerable "energies
Stock ton Hall. If law students developing special programs so as
are expected to pay these exor- to obtain federal grants for their
bitant prices for this. present' respective institutions. In add iexcuse for adequate classroom
tion, expansion of the post-J.D.
fixtures, what sort of sums will be programs,' which bring added
demanded of future students revenues with less outlay for
when and if a new law school is teaching expenses, could also be
erected? Most students would utilized as a method fordiffusing
agree that to avoid such a ques- rising tuition rates. Finally, many
tion from arising in years hence, it professors
teach bar review
would not be totally unreasonable
courses to augment their personal
for, the University to be organi- incomes. Perhaps this University
Zing some sort of fund as a base could explore this field as a
so as to be able to solicit contri- money-making venture to help
butions and borrow money. But is hold down costs.
that where-the excess from this
In Short', these are long-term
tuition hike is going? If it is, why policy suggestions to help avoid
not say so?
the type of situation we are
faced with -now. For the time
As can be seen, it is not so being, to encourage a friendly
much the increase that is irri- atmosphere.. the Administration
tating, as it is the fact that no is urged to explain the students
explanation has been offered for how and why their tuition
it. Instead of giving the appear- dollars will. be spent. President
ance of squeezing the students for' Elliott, Dean Kramer, and the
what they are worth, the Ad- Board of Trustees, all of whom
mini~tration might be better off have received copies 'of this
treatingthe student~. as par tilers , lI.fticle,are ..aske~ to maintain.the., _
rather than a~versanes. A reason- air of cooperatiofound at GWU '
able explanatJ<:,~forwh~~ appe~rs and
provide
a meaningful
to be a caprICIOUStUItIon h~ke accounting .to accomplish this
wO,uldhelp. foster the coop~ratlve task.
Finally,
law students
attitude which seems essentJa~to a should insist upon their. right to '
school in our position: Similar know where their money is
situations ~t other schools ,have, going, and take appropriate steps
developed
into ugly tuition to accomplish this end,
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Page Five

by Bill Lip,th
Two strong memories remain
The recent developments in the with me from this now IS-monthNLC's search for a new dean have long process. The first is thedisturbed me on several levels. Committee's
many statements
Our apparent inability to attract about.its disappointment over the.
ANY serious candidate from out- overwhelming lack of interest in
side the school has left me won- the deanship from what it cons idering whether we have deluded .dered to be worthwhile outside
ourselves in the belief that our candidates. We are unable to
prestige among law schools is as learn, from. the Committee's misgood as we keep telling ourselves. takes, since the Committee has reWe are' told this or that survey has fused to divulge (even to the Sturated the NLC among the top dent Dean Search Committee)
twenty law schools, yet no one exactly who contacted the Com. from outside the school is willing mittee expressing an interest. or
to be pur dean. If we are to con- who, the Committee. itself sought
tinue, toconsider ourselves a top- out. Did it overreach and fail to
flight law school, we must find give consideration to viable candiout what this is so. Considering dates that failed to meet unrealisthe university's several million tic 'criteria7We
will apparently
dollar surplus, we might consider never know,but more importanta paraphrase to that age-old ques- Iy any future dean search committiorur'If we're so rich, why ain't tee will also never know and will
we good?"
,
be open to .the sametloundering
The second aspect of this fiasco as this committee.
that disturbs me is the charade of
In fifteen months only four
a dean search process that has ap- candidates were brought to the
parently come to an end. On Oc- campus to be interviewed by the
tober 21,1977, the faculty, reject- Committee. Either no others were
ing student representation, estab- interested in the position. enough
lished a Dean Search Committee to coma. or no others were deemcomprised solely of seven tenured ed desirable enough by the Comfaculty members: Under the Uni- mittee to be asked. The Commitversity FacultyCode,
this com- tee has an obligation both to curmittee was to recommend' candi- rent and future members of the
dates to the whole NLC faculty, ULC community to say which is
which would in turn submit the the case. We have suffered
names of acceptable candidates to through a year-long search that
the president of the university. was unable to find anyone, and
The president was then either to we should be t~ld w~y.
hire one of these candidates or reThe second lingering memory is
quest further names from the fa- the Committee's ..consistentposi-.
cult. :"
-.
,
tionthat the ~LC neededadean
,C
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from outside the current faculty.

should be made to attract 'such

"It said that this was necessary to . candidates. We who are currently

avoid polarizing the faculty into at NLC have an obligation not'
factions, each partial to its own only to ourselves, but tothe faculfavorite. An "outsider" would ty artd students who will be here
'give the school a fresh, new ap- in future years (after all; Dean
proach, not tempered by "faKramer has served for eighteen
vors" owed to faculty members years). So if the school will be
who had supported him or her. I best served by an "outside" dean,
found these arguments very per- then we should try a little harder
suasive and apparently so did the to get an "outside" dean.
Committee because not a single
However, if it is decided that it
current faculty. member was for- might - not - be - so - bad - after ,mally interviewed for the position
ali to choose a dean from the curand (although some had urged rent faculty, why not have a forotherwise) not a single-current fa- mal interviewing process like the
culty member was among the can- one used to screen- other-candididates offered to President El- dates. I want to make it clear that
liott.
nothing I have said (or will say)
If indeed the Committee truly should be taken in any way as an
believed an "outsider" would be . objection to the qualifications of'
a preferable choice for dean, why Professor Barron as dean. What I
were only four such candidates in- do object to is the manner in
terviewed? And why did the same which his selection has been
Committee
immediately
and made. The Committee should ask
unanimously endorse the Presi- him (and other interested candident's preferred choice, seemingly dates) the same questions asked
without weighing alternatives?
of the "outsiders." Too much is
After working for fifteen months,
at stake to by-pass the system sirnthe Committee apparently threw ply because some candidates who
up its collective hands in defeat may come forward are considered
and said, "We failed. What the ' undesirable by the Committee.
hell, we don't have an alternative,
This is a decision, that should 'be
let's endorse the guy the President
made at the conclusion of an evalwants."
uative process, not before it has
But there is an alternative; in begun.' Perhaps Professor Barron
fact there are two. Since the Com- is the best person to be dean of the
mittee claimed the school should Law Center. but we owe it to him,
have a dean from outside the fa- , as well as to ourselves. to affirm aculty; one 'logical alternative, tivelyso find, by weighing allposwould. be to appoint an acting sible alternatives and not merely
d.~an.,{pr,:~>ne:year. ,during, ,whiG~ . ha"{!ng,him assume the deanship,
t.lm~ ,a.,more, ,~?I1~erted eff9~t bydefault .... , ,'" .:. ", ",' .~: .

My final observation is a personal one, and it involves President Elliott's role in this affair. I
was an undergraduate during the
alte 1960's, at a time when both
students and faculty raised objection to (among other things) the
manner in which school administrators- were selected. HistoricalIy,the'university's
president or
chancellor or board of trustees
would simply choose who they
wanted and anyone who objected
was' free to seek employment or
education elsewhere.
In order to placate campus unrest. school administrators promised that such processes would
be less dictatorial in the future,
and thus were born many procedural changes similar to the one
supposedly used to select a new
NLC dean. Lo and behold, who
selects the new dean - President
Elliott: Dean Knauss of Vanderbilt had been here on two separate
occasions to be interviewed by
both facultyand student search
committees and evidenced a
strong desire to be the new NLC
dean. President Elliott has been
reluctant to say why he was unsuccessful in his negotiations with
Dean Knauss and the other two
candidates chosen by the faculty.
We are told they were offered salaries and authority_ comparable to
those at other law schools. Perhaps if the school is really concerned with acquiring the' best
person. it should offer even more.
but we wouldn't-want to cut into
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detail?
sponsibility to support the under- sive faculty recruitment cam- their "call of the wild" bonus. In
But we refuse to concede that
graduate program-not
to rnen-, paign. One recent recruit, an fact, the ultimate blame for most
At some law schools, the selec- the' law school had no choice.
tion a promising real estate 'expert in criminal justice 'ad- of our grievances must rest with
tion of a new dean is a manage- . Where is it written that the Dean
development business.
ministration,
was assigned to the vschool and university adable task. But at the National must be an academician? Surely
Consider some simple statistics.
teach contracts. Meanwhile; a ministrations.
They have the
Law Center, the Chairman ofthe somewhere among the thousands
A six million' dollar surplus noted corporate lawyer is teach- ultimate responsibility for the
Dean Search Committee managed of lawyers in Washington there
divided by the G. W. student ing civil procedure "for the first condition of the building, the
better than most. He made off are a few talented attorneys who
population of 15,000 comes out time,"as
he told his class. No level of tuition, the assignment of
like a robber "baron." And so are ready for a change of scenery.
to $400 per student. At the law wonder a constitutional lawyer is faculty, the grading system, and
ends another chapter 'in the A search, even if unsuccessful,
school, tuition increased 30070 in viewed as a capable university ad- the selection of a Dean.
history of the law school' that " would have lent some legitimacy
two years. Yet the consumer price ministrator.
The National Law Center is a
couldn't choose straight:
to a decision that otherwise
index went up less than 20%
Once the faculty recruit gains school with unlimited potential. It
In the selection process, stu- carries the smoky' odor of the during the same period-and that
tenure; he or she is free to experi- has many talented and concerned
dents were given a still, small back room.
index is heavily weighted by sky- , ment with novel approaches to 'professors.
It offers
unique
voice at best. In spite of this; , It seems that -the only real
rocketting food prices, which do legal education. Have you heard clinical experiences, But much of
students and faculty identified criterion for selecting a Dean is not enter the law school budget.
about the criminal law professor our potential has gond untapped
three promising candidates. But whether he can tolerate the
Finally, 25 cents of every law who believes in the "clinical ap- because of administrative bunglthe elaborate selection mechanism, "physical plant" 'on a daily basis student tuition dollar is spent proach?" This gentlemen recently ing. The best our administrators
was scuttled and President Elliott for twentyvyears withoutcom-'outside
of the law school.
gave six points of extra credit for can usually manage is to choose
ended up appointing his "good' plaint. The closest thing G.W.
All this 'means that, while the attendance on a camping trip. '
the least of several evils, Why
friend" to the Dean's office.
' Law' School has: to a' physical
university. could spend $400 of
While the trip did include a visit must we always settle for the best
We are told that three prom is- "plant" isan architecturalweed,'
surplus per student, our tuition
to it women's penitentiary, we of a bad lot?
ing candidates suddenly had a
While the sound of screaming
will go up by $500 per year in- wonder whether Similar oppor~
The, aborted' dean selection
change of heart. We assume they sierens does add.realism to classes stead. And we will never even see tunitiesto view penal institutions process is only the latest in a long
did not apply for the deanship' in torts and criminal law ,the ac- 25%. of the increase.
were not available closer to home: series of disappointments. In all
just to get a free sightseeing. tour coustics of mostclassrooms are.' . The annual $500 tuition hikes Those who pleaded a distastefor
fairness, the new Dean could well
of Washington"Wllat, were the otherwise abysmal.
are scheduled to continue through
camping were told they could stay' prove to, be' a' top-notch adunreasonable demands~.made by ,The recreational needs of over
1981-82 and perhaps beyond.
in a motel-sat their own expense, ministrator.
But if a lawyer
the candidates, which the uni- one thousands
students are
Why has there been no accounting
of course. Those who had should avoid even the appearance
versity simply could not'satisfy?,
satisfied by .a "student lounge"
or explanation for the increases?
families to take care of were told of ..impropriety, the law school
Certainly the problem '.could.. that makes a Goodwill Industries
They would be a little easier to that' Junior was welcome on the should do no less.
not have involved money. Even if showroom
look extravagant.
take if some rational explanation'
trip.
SEVEN PROFS from page 5
each candidate asked for $20,000 With a seating. capacity of at least
were given. But perhaps there
Assuming that this professor's --------...:~---more per year than the current eleven, it is difficult to undersimply is none.
innovation has proven successful, that six million dollar surplus,
Dean, that comes out to less than stand why one nevertheless finds
We have heard a rumor that
those of us 'who are avid campers now would we?
$20 per Iaw stu d ent,t M os t 0 f us onese lf'standi
'
. d ue to
What I found most infuriating
stan 109 to was h down
own a part 0 f t h e mcreases
IS
(not to mention bicyclists) would
lose more than that in the copying stale donut with' burnt coffee.
higher energy costs. However, we like our GPAs recomputed. After was that despite this apparently
machines every semester.
"Student scrounge" would be a wereableto dismiss this rumor by all, it is hard to tell employers tliat, democratic process set out in the
We do not want to belittle the moreappropriate description.
making a quick trip to the baseour averages are so low because Faculty Code, we're right back to
academic achievements' of the
A short trip brings the legal-vment" of Bacon Hall. There,
we.just couldn't make it out to the the old system of the university
Chairman and Dean-elect. Our scholar to the law library. Here
believe it or not, the Administrawoods during hunting season. president selecting a new _dean. ,
.
.'IS w'h'ether
uhiIS' ac hiieve- t he'
. - -h as actua IIy succeeded in _ Does the futureof G. W. grading. and.th ..e faculty ..f.alling over themconcern'
e wor ld''. un der
erwor Id" ta k es on tlOn
rnents-Tn ther-unrelated field of . ne~ meaning. Ifthe.l)ackbond''6f
'~recieating the climatic conditions'
lie' in "field days" and three:' selves to support-the pr~siqel1(s:
graduate school administration
a law school is' its library,:"'die;'-:COr:Hell. Thetemperature remains
leggedraces?
choice..
"",;' ,::n
are so apparent that no lengthy' National Law Center isa jelly- 'J"a 'toasty 85 degrees all winter'
Wedo not fault the professor'
I'm. enough of a realist to reinatiIon was necessary. Why fiIS.h Th e lib
'fh an . Iong.
'Th' ere IS no energy
....
.
examma
I rary . was b UI'It. WI
CrISISat...
involved in this fiasco nearly so cognize that the "conc. essions"
wasn't he chosen in 'the first eye towards the future. There is G.W.!
mush as we fault the Administramade in the 1960's were moreilluI ?
.
h room f'or at It'
W e can specu Iate that tuition
IJ'ust wish,
pace.
enoug
eas SIXmore
tion. After all, it was the Dean sion than substanceThe popular mythology runs books.
, . ,increases are financing an aggres~ who approved these grades with' I weren't reminded of that so ofsomething like' this: once the
One would think that the
ten.
candidates had withdrawn, the library could afford those ~new
law school had "no choice" but books, with tuition climbing by.
STUDENT SPECIAL .·'.·1
I
to immediately choose the'Chair- $1,000 in just two years. But alas, I
man. Even assuming this were so, the wonderful world -of G.W.
I

p---------------------------------------,

I . - ,..,..

why the rush? Couldn't we have finances does not. work in such
taken a little extra time to explore simple ways. After all, we law
tho Cha;,ma.', •• alift",Ii•• ,'.
".do." h.,o a. ;mporta.t n,.
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By Howard Graubard
Governing Board Member

had not only never b;n on' the denied and said' "If we held
The Finance Committee's next
Board. There was $2,000 in the
meal plan, but had rarely used hearings,
we'd have twenty action was to institute anew cost
budget for carpeting in student
.any food' service facilities. Jon groups before us in' one af- distribution formula. for payment
of (ices that nobody wanted. I said
You've probably never heard' Fraade, the candidate for Parking
ternoon."
of rents by groups in the Marvin
the money should go for special
of the Marvin Center Governing Representative owned no car and
At the original Board meeting Center, This program based rents
projects but the Board disagreed.
Board. There's no reason you lived in Thurston Hall. They .. where office space was brought on what the entity cost the Center,
Then I made an unsuccessful'
should have since it's done defended this by saying that the up several, members got to air rather than on other bases such as
motion
to
surcharge
the
nothing in the last year to benefit 'jobs didn't require .them to their pet hatreds. Dean Gail Short commission. It did not consider
University Club for part of the
you. This hasn't always been true. represent the students' interests Hanson tried unsuccessfuJlyfor
that maybe the Center should
cost of their new $16,000 carThe previous Governing Board on these bodies:' they were sup- the second year in a row. to deny subsidize certain unprofitable
peting, As over 40010 of the budget
under the leadership of Patti posed to represent the interests of office space to the GW Asso- services to keep down the prices.
came from student fees and the
North; and. Brad McMahon, did the Marvin Center, whatever that elation for Students with Han- Under the program, the a la carte
University Club was of no benefit
its utmost to serve the needs of means, this notwithstanding the dicaps, Heidi Hahn attempted to cafeteria which last year paid the
to students. Ireasoned that it was
students and its accomplishments .fact (at least in Jon's case) that get D.C. P.I.R.G.'s office space Center $27,641 based on comfair to surcharge the Club for
were many, and very visible-- they owe their positions to the "taken awy on the preposterous mission would pay $1,54,300. The
40% of, its carpet, the money
polyphony, the cheapest record students.
Jon's
attitude was .grounds that it wasn't aG.W.
contract cafeteria which paid
going to special projects. This I
.store in DC stands as a legacy to . summed up during a debate on organization (it is one of the $33,000 would not pay $60,700.
felt was no different than sur,their leadership.
the express elevator when I used largest, most active organizations, The bookstore would go from
charging the Dance, Drama, and
The Governing Board sets the phrase "student center." He on campus, with a mandate from $100,000 to $171,150. These rent
Music Departments for their new
policy for-the Marvin Center. n said "the' Marvin Center' was the students reaffirmed by both increases would prevent the dimmer board, which we had
consists of four faculty members,
never intended as a student
votes and dollars). Chuck Self Center fee from rising. These are already done.
two administrators, and seven center, if it was it never would tried to' take away the Hatchet's .secret fee increases that took from
students. Five of the students are have been built." Which, con- business office.
one' pocket instead of another.
Lastly, I also objected to the
, Iarge Slideri
. d e of the ad$9,000 for video communications
eIecte.d Th ere are 'two .. atenng t h e attitu
Womanspace's screwing over T hiIS was denied, although Ann
members, and three members . ministration
and Board
of by the Board was given, ample Webster has indicated that the equipment,
specifically
two
who serve on other bodies, one on Trustees, is probably true,though
publicity and the Board was justi- contract 'cafeteria's . rent will scoreboard like devices, one each,
the University Parking Com- I would think that a student
fiably forced to relent, but the definitely. increase the cost of
for the first and ground floor
mittee, one on the Food Service member's responsibility would be appeals process allowed pet hat- meal plansj other rent increases
lobbies, to broadcast what's
Board, and one on the Bookstore
to see that students are given first reds to be fulfilled and P.I.R.G.
will either be picked up by large happening in the Marvin Center.
Committee. Except for the Food
priority. John, G-d bless him, and the Hatchet were forced to price rises or by the university
This was defended as a way to
Service Representative, the board
does what, he believes is right,
share their space. The ridiculous- subsidizing the rent,' meaning
make
ourselves
known
(I
members on these committees
acting as a trustee, instead of a ness of putting the Christian tuition increases. This, of course,
suggested we try doing something
have little to do with them, the representative. -It's a shame that Science Organization.
in the allows incumbent Board members
productive),
but $9,000 plus
committees meet once every he seems tt think the roles con- HatchetBusiness office soon be- to say that they-kept your fee ongoing
costs'
se'e rn e d
preposterous when we hadn't
semester to rubberstamp
the met. Chuck Self; unelected,
came apparent and eventually the down when they really didn't.
administration. The Governing
seems to have no need to reconcileC.S.O.
was moved.
Adding insult to injury was a' even given a thought to the food
Board is the prime focus of their ,the roles at all, he was the only
Ftnance-T'rogram
Board $56,541 decrease in rent for the co-op. The Board left the money
jobs, it meets once or twice a student member of'the Board to Chairperson Alex Baldwin has parking garage without passing in the budget (I had wanted it in
h
not vote, "or elimination of 'the called the" Marvin .Center -"the on the price decrease to users and special
projects)
but agreed to
mon th t 0 ru'bb erstarnp
tel',
reconsider
it in the-future.
'
Marvin Center management. The express elevator, and he is the , moneypit," and everyone .who's, the fact that the University Club's
..
other student members are ap- only student member to oppose
paid the Center.fee knows what he. long tverdue $56,250 rent increase
Conclusion:
The Governing
pointed by the Board, one must students
on the, Board of means! ',A few years "ago,., th.lVi;was'" virtually .. negated by .jhe -- Board is .a grand farce. Holding,
be a graduate student:
.. Trustees,
Chuck's ,. coriser~,.; Center.ran upa massive surplus,..~"elimination of their yoIuntarY
up .what, I feel.iare.zhe, st~dents~"
The Board has an 'Executive" vativeism is suchthathe is often
and" themoney.was
used in~;a1t";$40.000 ,'contribution "to ,·debt ..interests.'",makes me ,'feel"very ,
Committee which consist of a the· only vote against routine
variety of ways, one was to keep , service for the Center.
" ..lonely at most meetings. The sad ..
chairperson,
vice chairperson,
financial outlays, although he is the fee from going up. in the
The ultimate insult to my sensi- thingis that the Governi?~ Boardd
and secretary, They are not
the lading advocate'on the Board
future. The most visible way was bilities was the wasting of money. can and should be posrnve an
required to be students but always
for buying new art to decorate the in setting upa student special advocated by the so-called fiscally
progressive force. Instead it is a
are. The Executive Committee's
Center,
projects fund. This fund paid for responsible
members of the
justification for apathy.
'
The three major committees of such important
services as S
S·
Ind
C
I
d
d
-(from
p 19)
Power varies from board to
esslOn
ex one u e
. ..
board, last year it was very the Board are Building Services, Polyphony',' video equipment for ' ummer
.powerful, this year it does little oiBuilding
Use, and Finance. There use by student groups, and imgaining
. tea
h R th sear
k II'
WILLIAM AND MARY
International Business Transh f II b oar.d
is also a Communications
provements JD
nothing, not un lik
I et e u
f
. A
a,ctions
You may have noticed that the Committee but its usefulness is and the first floor ca etena.
t
. 0 f Boar d summed up by the', fact that
the beginning of the last semester D
Locations:
English
Legal System in Perstudents have a majority
hl University
E I d of Exeter,
.
seats, this could cause one to
you've probably never heard of the "special projects fund -was
evons ire, ng an
spective
assume that students have con- ' the Governing
Board.
The
$38,000,
but
the Center's
Jurisprudence
'
remainder of this article will financial officer, Johnie Osborne
Dates: July 8 to August 15
h
trol, but this is far from t e case.
. .,
_
somehow included $27,000 of this .Course Credit: 2 to 6 hours.
Expenses:
One former Board member
analyse the Board's activitres JD
Tuition: $350.00
summed it up by saying "there's
each of the areas.
money in the Center's reserve
.Curriculum:
Room and Board: $482.00
always one bastard .who votes
Building
Services--This
fund
when making-s-budget
Antitrust
Registration Fee: $25.00
with the administration,"
This
committee has met only twice. projections for the next two years
Employment Discrimination ..
year there is no such problem, the 'The only development in center and used the money to help
Unfair Trade Practices
Deadline for Application: March
student members of the Board are -services are th at the showers have balance the budget two years in
31,1979. ' ,
International Law
,
h
'
been
closed
to
make
way'
,
for
new
the'
future,
The
Finance
Comeasily more conservative t an any
Remedies
administrator.
lockers. This has opened enough'·' mittee, packed with students
European Community Law
For further information write:
Some words should be said
space for a food co-op or a dark
recruited by its chair, Jon Fraade,
Comparative
Constitutional
Prof. Emeric Fischer, Exeter
about the mentality of the slate
room (originally Center Director
voted to officially transfer the
Summer Program,
Marshallthat controls the Board. The
Boris BelI's idea but now seen as $27,000 into the reserve to make Law
, Law of Mass Communications
Wythe School of Law, College of
members ran promising to install.. unfeasible). No hearings have things right. The board followed,
Introduction to Civil Law
William & Mary, Williamsburg,
Ticketron in the Marvin Center
been held on this or anything else. dooming
any
new special
Public Sector Collective Bar- Virginia 23185. '
even thtugh according to, Brad
The main concern of Heidi Hahn,
projects.
McMahon, they knew at the time
the C~mmittee's head, is the type
that Ticketron
didn't
want
01 drapes that are being bought
another downtown outlet and
for _. the ballroom.
Groups
thus would charge the Center a
requesting
herings find the
ridiculously large rate to open
Building Services Committee nonone. They ran promising to in.
existent.
,
vestigate the opening of a day..
Building Use--This is office
care center, even though at least· space, and the committee made a
one member· of the slate (Jon
mess of it. Without holding
Fraade) was dead set against it,
anything resembling adequate
They ran promising to investigate
hearings,· the building
Use
the' opening of a food coc Committee denied Womanspace
operative, even though they had
an office, We were informed at
no idea where to putit (and ~hen
'our 'meeting that Womanspace
a place for it was suggested they
owed the Center a debt of $300, it
made no effort to pursue it),
turned out to be only $35, and at
More can be understood by
any rate they, were not properly
examining their attitude toward
informed ot given a fair hearing.
serving the students. Chuck Self,
Jon Fraade was asked, by the
the slate's defeated candidate for
Advocate 'about why the ComFood Service Representative (he
mitteedidn't
hold hearings for
was later given an appointed seat)
groups before space was officially
,'0

,

Page,Eight

Clinical Opportunities
doing work outside the law school .This year the course offered Ii list
of twenty-two separate opportunduring the semester. A minimum
The clinical programs at the of five hours per week per credit
ities for exposure to litigational,
National Law Center are an excel- over the-semester is required and .legislative and administrative aclent way to gain practical legal ex- students are not allowed to be tivities. The gamut ran all the way
perience. Students who partici- paid for their work while earning
from the Department of Justice
pate in the clinics develop impor- credit. Outside placeinents are set (Civil Rights Division) to the Natant skills such as how to inter- up either by the individual student
tional Organization to Reform
view clients, engotiate, analyze le- on his/her own, initiative, or Marijuana Laws.
gal issues, and litigate. Clinical through internship programs that
By the end of the second week
experience is also valuable to stu- are prearranged through the clinic of each semester, participating
dents when they are looking for (a list of these programs is avail- students must submit a two page
part-time and Jull-timeemployable in the Legal Aid office in Ba- accounting of the projected activities they anticipate for the coming
ment.
con Hall -.,..room 101). Contact:
This pamphlet has been written Sylvia Wagner 897-8099.
weeks. The report must include
to familiarize students with the . b. Women's Legal Clinic: the name of an attorney at the orvariety of clinical opportunities There are several internships
ganization who will agree to be re-.
available at George Washington, available for women interested in sponsible for direct supervision of
A brief description of each c1inis working on women's legal conthe participant's clinical work.
is provided. If you have questions cerns. For further information,
The report must also include a
about any of the c1inics,feellree
contact Julie' Weatherly: 277commitment to a minimum numto call the students whose names 2899.
ber of hours (60) per semester; for:
are listed with the programde- .."
each credit the student registers
mmigration.LawProject:.
scriptions.
. contact Professor Mancini
for.
I. Clinical Studies in Urban Law III. Problems of the Consumer
Every three or four weeks
(Law 579): Community Legla (Law 459) ,
,'.".
,'_ . thereafter. the-student must subClinic:~-~:;,
.., '. '.
The ConsumerProtection Cen::: .mit a two "page'ieport"Of project
. The Community Legal, Clinic' rer.Is divided intoCthree cornpo-"
activitiesv-Including: a: a brief
allows second and third year law nents. Consumer "H-E-L-P, Consummary of each matter which
students to gain practical legal ex- tact-a and D.C, Office of Consuhas been worked on; b. a brief acperience while providing badly mer Protection.
Students who
count of the type of work perneeded civil representation to the participate in -these clinics earn
formed; c. a statement of the
community residents who are un- two or three credits and they are
number of hours worked .
able to afford counsel. The Com- expected to spend eight to. ten
Within a week after the end of
munity Legal Clinic is divided in- hours each week at the clinic' as the exam period, everyone must
to two divisions. The first of the well as to attend a weekly semi- submit a final report bringing the
brances offers a limited number nar,
.'.
monthly reports' up to date, and
of positions to third-year students
a. Contact 4: Since 1975, the
summarizing major accomplishfor litigation under the D.C. stu- Center has worked with Contact
ments and 'the educational benedent-practice rule. These litiga4's Lea Thompson,.WR.~,fitfi, derived lromtheir.~<lctivld~s r
tors handle most of thecourt~
NBC/TV's community, omQ~ds:- ~fprecredit.can
be given for this
-room work generated by the dinman' Who appears nightly on the internship, a letter from the suics. The Clinic asks for a full year Newscenter, Complaints are writpervising' attorney must also be
commitment from its litigators ten to Contact 4 by viewers who
submitted, acknowledging that
for a total of four credits per se- have neither the skills nor finanthe student adequately fulfilled
mester. Interested students sh~uld cial ability to advocate effectively
the organization's expectations,
stop by Bacon I~I for an applica- for themselves. Cases are assigned
the approximate number of hours
tion·to
individual students who atwhich were devoted, and the type
The second branch. of the Clinic tempt to resolve the viewer's proof work with which they were
is open to second ~nd third-year glems through phone calls and let- involved.
students for 2 credits per seme~- ters to the individuals, businesses,
For. a list of possible internships
ter. Thes7 students ha~d!e the dai- or government agencies involved.
and further information, contact:'
Iy operations of the clinics as well
. b.Consumer,
H-E-L-P: The
Pam Riley 676-7750
as cases and administrative hear- Consumer H-E-L-P hotline serV. National Center for Law and
ings. there are ~our eli.nicsoperat- vice provides another mechanism
the Deaf (Law 398)
mg under this section of. the by which consumers can obtain
This course is offered for one,
course. They are:
free assistance; Students assigned
two or three credits and is design, a. Operation P.E.P. (P:o~ec- to ConsumerH-E-L-P's
phone
tion of Elderly Persons): this IS a bank receive consumer coin- ed to help make the hearing im-:
paired aware of their legal rights.
storef~pnt locat.ed in :Northw~st plaints,c1assify those complaints,
Washmgton whIch serves 10W-lfi- and mediate the disputes involv- and to assist them in solving ~heir
legal and law-related problems.
come elderly residents of the me7 ed.
.;.
Students participate in one or
tropoljtan ~rea.
.
"
c; D.C. Office.a/Consumer
2. Martm l:ut?er Kmg Cltmc Protection: In January, 1977 the more projects: I)counseling' per-'
sons with hearing impairments
(M.L.K.!: thIS IS a stor~front Center initiated a new project _
located m Southeast Washmgton placing legal.interns with the D.C. about legal problems at the walkin clinic usually held on the Galwhich provides legal services to Office of Consumer Protection
low-income reside~t~ ofothat a.r~a. (OCP). Legal interns working laudet College Campus; 2) pre3. N.C.H.A. V,s,tatIOn Cl,mc: with the OCP staff handle com- paring and participating in workthis. places students at public plaints received at the Office and shops for hearing-impaired perhousing for the elderly where they develop fact-finding, investigative sons to acquaint them with their
work with clients on legal pro- skills. Under the supervision of rights and obligations under the
blems.
,
the OCP General Counsel, stu- law, 3) assisting iff' representing
the interests of the deaf and heard, Legal Aid: this is ·the store~ dents with previous case-handling
front operation i~ ~acon 10.1 and experience bring cases alleging ing-impaired persons -in judicial·
is the center of Chmc operatIons.
violation of D.C. consumer laws and administrative proceedings,
For information, contact: Debbie before the administrative Jaw and 4) preparing research papers
on topics reoatedto law and the
Bechte1: 483-2363; Sharon'Pose~:
judge. Oth~r students perform
deaf or preparing handbooks"ex~
920-8~97; Ed.Durso, l"egal AId elerkshipduties for theadminisOffice: .
trative law judge to fulfill their plaining legal topics to the hearing"impaired. Approximately 60
II. Legal Aid Bureau (Law 346)
credit requirements:
'.
hours of work per' semester is re~
The, Legal Aid, Bureau allows For further information 'contact:
studen'tsto earn tip to three cre- Robert Krakow, MarilY~Peters _ quired for each credit hour>Stu~
dits per semester by working in a atthe Contact-4 Office during the dents may repeat this course for a
maximum of eight semester hours
variety of special projects such as afternoon.
outside internships with, govern-. IV. Law Students Civil Rights Re- ofcredit.'
ment agenci~s, placements)n pub- search Council (LSCRRCj (Law
VI. Clllli'c'afStudies in Environ~
lic interestlegal institutions and 343)
:: .
m.en~alL.~w(L(jw5q9)
.,' ...:", :..,
speCialized projects within the}aw
Students can receive one or two
.This course offers a clinicalop;:
schooL
', .. ' "-,,,,".
credits for involvement in civil pOttunit5" 'for ;apptbxim~teIy 'six'li.. Outside' " P(lfce,ments:>;~iu~ rights research for ',avariety of Ci..: advanced 'students 'witil\a' sp~iill'
dents may receive 2-4 ~red!ts;,r.w:. vil..-rigbts oriented IlegaL profects. i interest in the environmeritalla'w
by Marylyn Peters

c.l

IX. D.C..Law Students in Court
Program (Law 345)

This consortium of law schools
sponsored program annually involves some sixty-four George
Washington students, thirty-three
in the Civil Division and thirtyone in the Criminal Division of
field. The minimum requirement
for participation in the program ~s the District of Columbia, Supersuccessful completion of the baSIC ior Court. The course is offered
for four credit hours per semescourse in the area, Environmental
Law 380, but admission is also ter, and participating students
must participate in the program
based upon other related courses,
work experience and a demon-' for two consecutive semesters.
strated interest in, the field. The
Open only to third-year stustudent works under the joint supervision of the director of the dents, participants represent indiprogram, Professor Reitze, and a gent litigants in the Small Claims,
Landlord-Tenant,
and Criminal
lawyer practicing environmental
(misdemeanors) ,division of the
law.
Course projects involve work- D.C. Superior Court. Their duties
ing with a governmental agency, a include client interviews, investicongressional committee, a pri- gation, settlement negotiations,
preparation and argument of movate practitioner, or a non-profit
public-interest environmental or- tions, and conduct of trials. Students are required to spend one
ganization. Course-requireemtns
inelude approval of the student's. day in court and attend seminars
expected work responsibilities in each week. Preference for adrnission to this program is given to
advance of registration by Professor Reitze, as well as an evalua- students with a cumulative grade
average above 75, although consi- '
tion of the student's performance
deration is given to past participaby his on-site project supervisor.
Students may take' this course for. tion in clinical or extracurricular
activities or employment which
2:4 credits.
. provides background for litigaVII. Clinical Law Work (Law tion and working with indigents,
Students may, participate during
399)
This is a tutorial clinical exper- the summer, during the fall acaience which is open to third year demic year, or during the summer
students for up to ten credit hours plus one other semester .

over a two semester time period.
A participating student may work
with any faculty member on a
project of mutual acceptance involving litigation, research, or
public interest activities including: aid to indigents, support, of
public interest non-profit corpor~
ations, and - support of governmental agencies or courts. Projects must be approved in advance
by the Law Center Supervisory
Committee both as to whether the
project is appropriate and as to
the number of semester hours of
credit to be granted.

Excellent supervision is this
program is provided by a staff of
five attorneys all of whom possess
adjunct faculty status at this and
the other three participating law
schools.' .

. Client-intake in this program is;
almost exclusively of thein-court "
appointed counsel-nature;
with
few, if any, cases being undertaken in advance of litigation initiated by the opposing party. A wide
gamut of case subject matter is
covered in each division of the
program and the consortium setting allows for an all to rare for- .
urn for learning, and developing
VIII. Legal Activism (Law396)
The format of this course in- associations, with law students
volves the formation of small . enrolled in other institutions.
clinical teams of three or more
students around specific "public
interest" issues affecting large
groups of otherwise 'unrepresenAll SUbjects
ted people. In the past these diFast, professional, andproven Quality.
verse groups have included every" Send $1.00 for the current edition of our
thing from non-smoking airline' 220 .- page mail order catalog:
passengers to potential purchasers'
(213) 477·8474
of Volvo automobiles.
P.O. Box 25916-1, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Each project must attempt to
achieve its goals through alaw reLegal Typing • Transcription
lated activity be it regulatory, juCover Letters - Resumes. Hardicial, legislative or the like. The
vard/Bluebook Styles Mag Card!
culmination- of the project must·
Correcting Selectric. Inexpensive
include the production of one or
rates~ Large and Small Projects.
more major legal documents
Call Cindi Potter-931-7074.
.
which form the basis upon which
the student is graded. Such a document must reflect the student's'
ability in research, analysis, and
advocacy.
.Supervision of the' student's
work is provided by personal consultation with, as well as status rein
ports to, the faculty member
teaching the course, Professor
Banzhaf, and his attorneyassistant.Suchmeetings
take place on
a twice weekly basis in addition to
a weekly seminar which discusses
such group representation issues
and techniques as the use' of the
..
Freedom of Informatiol1 Act, the
press release, the press conference
and'ethical'problems
of legal 'ac<.;,
tivism. Approximately fifteen students 'participate'; in ':this'course
For informatlo'n:Prof.
H:'Luerow
U. af San Diego Sc;hool of Law .\ ,
each semester arid 'earn>three
hours·oCcredit.
"~>~l~;~<~:'" Alcala Park, San Diego, CA 92110
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Georgetown Radio Station Dies
by Jim Sweeney and
Kiera Tchelistcheff
On Wednesday, January 31, at
12:30 p.rn., WGTB-FM, Georgetown University's radio station..
went off' the air for good, shut
down by GU President Fr. TimothyHealy.
The passing of WGTB was,
however, not unnoticed. A rally, '
or maybe it should be called a,
wake, assembled around noon at
Georgetown between Copley Hall
(where WGTB had its studios)
and the Healy Building (the combined classroom and administration building and student center).
Conspicuous by his "absence
was Fr. Healy, who was said to be
in Cleveland. A dozen or so of
GU'security
force
hovered
aroundthe entrance to the administrationside of the Healy Build,ing. Two guards on the stairwell
eyed-me suspiciously as! entered
the building.
.. Inside,"save
WGTB" was
chalked onto a brick wall-in the.
basement.
'"
"

In fact; the demonstrators did
The often controversial WGTB with the FCC several times over
try to get into the Healy Building had faced other such crises in the the use of certain "obscene"
peaceably, but were turned away. past. It wastaken off the air in words.
They then marched to FCC head- 1971 and 1976 due to controverOther issues have been raised in
quarters at 19th and M Streets, sial public affairs programming
the controversy over the dosing:
N.W., and stood outside for sev- ' supporting gay'rights and birth
the fact that the announcement of
eral minutes.
,
'
'control services, neither ofwhich
the license transfer was' made in
Georgetown plans on selling were popular with the GU adminthe license for the station to the istration. WGTB provided the Fall 1978, but the petition to the
University of the District of Col- community with music which did ..FCC' for that purpose is dated
May 31, 1978; the fact that
umbia, for one dollar. The FCC not fit into the narrow. formats of
WGTB'sannualJundraising
drive
hearing on the transfer' has not commercial radio:
progressive
been scheduled. A petition' to rock, electronic, classical, new was' cancelled in 1978, which redeny the transfer was submitted
wave,punk,
traditional folk, duced the amount of money available for repairing equipment,and
to theFCC by the Alliance to Pre-. feminist, avant-garde jass. Moreso forth.
'
serve Radio at Georgetown
over, it was an outlet through
;
.,
(APRG). The petition included which many local musicians could _.' At this point, however, these
the signatures of 20,000 listeners be heard, otherwise shunned by
are mostly moot points; Theone
and 1,000 students .supporting 'commercial radio stations.
undeniable fact is that a univerWGTB.'
' WGTB had also been in trouble
sity administration has used its

-...... ,........

-_.

.

, The general feeling of WGTB
supporters is one of grief and anger, aptly expressed by one listener who inadvertantly said over the
air, "The administration can go
fuck themselves."
For niore information concerning the fight to keep WGTB on
the air, contact APRG at P.O.
Box '32411, Washington, DC.
:20007;-or 462-3639.

The Power and the-Story of the
Educational Testing Service
,

.

.

..
-

tunities be so influenced by ETS'
fi WGTB
d staffers
' , set up anampli-:
By Ralph Nader
, rer an a megaphone outside. A
standards" of aptitude or .incrowd of nearly five' hundred'
-",
,
telligence'r" '
,,
slowly assembled in the blowing
'All those times during your
..'.
" fl
Despite Its massive In uence,
snow. Mixed in with the crowd
sixteen-or-so years of pre-law few people
question'
ETS.
were camera crews from WTTGschool education that you picked Students maywant to tear up test,
'TV, ABC-TV, NBC-TV, several
upa well-sharpened No. 2 pencil
forms in moments of frustration,
dozen people with' cameras, and
and' began to hurriedly answer a but few of us think of challenging
. an Advocate reporter. "
standardized"
multiple-choice
the corporation that makes the,
' The theme of the short statetest; chances are that your test tests. We win soon release a
ments made by several of th e disc
was one
of..· more than,
' , h y r~port
", o~ 'ETS' ,wn.'
itten b~
,
"lengteight
jockeyswas that tlie aU.adminismilliongiven':annti~llyby,
'Jh~ Allan Nairn.vwhlch we hope J-t :
tratiorr-didntt have the right to
E'ducational'
Testing
Service
help,people'understand,
,aria"
shut down WGTB' because the
(ETS). You may know ETS question,"
the unique
and
students wanted it.
'manufactures
SATs, LSA Ts, unregulated power of this corAn opposing viewpoint, expresGREs and GMATs. With' these poration.
"
'
sed' by an unidentified student,
tests alone, ETS influences the , Indeed, ETS is, in non-dollar;
was that there was no point in
educational
and career op- 'ways~ a large corporation. It has
sav8ng a "foolish radio station"
portunities of millions of people.
more customers per year than GM
when Fr. Ed McSorley, a au
But the power of ETS does not and Ford, combined. Despite its
staff member and member of the
begiri or end with those tests. ETS non~profit status,it
declares
CommunitY.Jor
Creative Nonmarkets 299 different tests. ETS roughly a million d611~rsin "no~Violence (CCNV), couldn't get
tests are used to determine en- profits"each year. This money IS
enough student volunteers for,
trance to over 60 occupations
plowed, back into corporate
CCNC's soup kitchen.
'including
,firefighters, actuaries,
expansion 'and maintaining the,
(The CCNV is a radical Chrispolicemen, real estate brokers,
ETS estate, which includes a 400
tian group. Mitch Snyder, oneof
'sailors, teachers, gynecologists,
acre headquarters in Princeton,
its members, went on a hunger
'engineers, and auto mechanics.
New Jersey, a $250,000 home for
strike in December to force Holy
ETS test results are the standards
the president, William Turnbull,
. ,Trinity Catholic churchto spend
of access to some of the most
and a .three million dollar
more money on the poor; Snyder
]Jowerful' professions: Foreign" hotel/conference center--all built
also led a takeover of the NationService officers, New York stock-with
student test fees. Its revenue
al Visitor's Center by street peo;brokers, lawyers in over40 states,
froni test fees enabled ETS to
pie, demanding better shelter faCIA
agents.,' Two
million
double in size every five years
cilities.)
elementary students take ETS
from 1948 to 1972, a rate of
- As d.j. Marc Farre pointed out
tests, and ETS is even developing
growth faster than IBM.
.
immediately afterwards, that stuways to test infants. ETS helps
"ETS' sales and near monopoly
'dent probaby represented_the
determine who will be eligible for
power , combined
with its
opinion of a good portion of the - financial aid' and how much theYprivileged,legal
status as a nonGU student body: they don't care
will receive. The financial in- rpofit, corporation,
make it
what happens to WGTB. The
formation ETS obtains on nearly
unprecedented
in corporate
statement about "foolish radio"
two million families is more
history. ETS is 'exempt from
statement" was, however, met by
detailed thana' mortgage applifederal and state income taxes, is
catcalls and boos from the assem"
cation or an IRS return. ETS I effectively beyond the reach" of
bled crowd.
consultants and trainees help many anti~trust laws, and has no
The crowd was good natured _shape' education and labor allo- stockholders. ETS escapes the
but obviously upset by the closing
cation
policy in scores of restraints governing other coT'"
of WGTB. The climax of the rally
countries, including Singapore,
porations
because it is an
,was the burning ofa Georgetown
Brazil, and Saudi Arabia. And
"educational" institution.
banner by d.j. Dr. Progresso (Ted
ETS" ~as test centers .in 120
The power of ETS is massive,
White). Throughout the demon,countne~ .. >,
"as
even oneETS
executive
stration, there was. no reaction ,__ .I~ thirty, ~~r~, pr~b~l~h::
conceded. "No matter what they
from GU's security force, or from
mJlho~ peo!' e ave a
try to tell you here about how we,
anY administration official.schoohng, Jobs, pr~spee:tsf,?r
really don't· have much power," ,
"The WGTB 'staff repeatedly
advanceme~t,a~d behefs m theIr "he said, "we know we do. We
, r ed the crowd, not to do anyoWn P?tentllil dlrect~y shaped by, know we're the nation's gate- .
~h~gfOOliSh, such as storming
the qUIet but pervasive power of keeper. " ,This gatekeeper can
, the Healy ~uilding, b?t instead to
ET~'hat
is the Educational
determine who enters college,
do, somethmg effective. such as
Testin
Service? How has it graduate '·'and
professional
writi.n~ lett~rs to the Ge~rgetown
centra~zed so much power? Is it schools, as well as many ocadmmlstr~tlo~ and the F~d~ral
ntable
to anyone,
or cupations and professions, Is that.
CommUniCations, Commission
. acc~:. ? Should your oppor-c P~'rf~~~g~~;i~ate?
'. ",.
(FCC). "
,
,,,"" any mg.
i ••. .-.- ••

power to shut down Washington's
most diverse and valuable radio
station.
Like the fight to get students on
GW's Board of Trustees, it's an
open question as to whether 'or
not student pressure will accomplish anything.

-.,.

"

ars defends its role as the gate- motivation,' stamina; judgment,
keeper
by claiming
it has experience, or ethics.
developed the "science of mental
,ETS not only influences how
measurement," but as our report
institutions'judge
individuals,
will argue, the tests measure, however; It also influences how
nothing more than how you ,'individuals judge themselves. As
answered a few multiple-choice i: Nairn says, «A false self-estimate
.questions. ,The correlation bet- , or.image is instilled in the mind of
ween SAT 'scores and first-year' the individual who receives a
grades in college.forexamplecis
standardized
test score: For
-,often lower thanthe correlation
although"
the _~scores'
are,
be'tween;the'-ieSi'scores 'andth,c, sign#'icantlydeterminedby
$Ocial '
income of the test taker's 'parents. class, he is told they are objective,
scientific measures of the inAt best,
standardized
tests dividual. "
measure the specialized skill of
Moreover,
test takers are
test-taking, but they do not subject to numerous injustices,
measure key determinants
of , ranging from incorrect scoring of
success such as writing and tests, to late reporting of apresearch skill,' ability to make plicant information,
to secret
coherent arguments, creativity,
continued on page 17

,p.I.R.G. Programs'
by Molly Malone
or at the PIRG office in Marvin
PIRG~ The name sounds famil- 421.'
iar. However, familiarity with the
PIRG's activities this' term
name is not enough. What is im- should be of interest to all of us,
portant is what lies behind the as both students and consuiners~
name; What does P.I.R.G. stand On February 7th, PIRG' will
for, both literally and figuratively sponsor an "Energy Information
speaking? Other than simply oc- Day." In addition to free matercupying one of those 4th floor of- ials, films and slide shows, Yiufices in the Marvin Center, what ious groups representing different
'does PIRG actually do?
aspects of the energy issue will be
The 'Public Interest Research present. The event is free and will
Group (PIRG) is a student-run be held in the 4th floor lobby of
and funded research and advoca- the Marvin Center.
"
- cy group. While each PIRG chap~
PIRG's activities do not end"
ter is unique, in that it deals with here. Future projects for the term
the concerllsof the surrounding include organizing a PIRGchapcampus and community, it also ter at American University and
functions as part of a nationwide developing a housing survey" in
movement, now active in over 35 which off-campus GW students
states. PIRG's issues are consu~_ will be able to evaluate their aemer-oriented and the PIRG chap- commodations, so as to provide
ter at George Washington Univer- housing reference materials for
sityis no exception.'
other apartment-hunters. An adThe issue of women's health ditioDlll issue for PIRG this term
care was recently explored by, DC involves the DC Voting Rights
PIRG, resulting in a 72-page pub. Amendment.
,"
lication entitled, "Health Care
With the help of the Program
for Women: A Guide to Services Board, Ralph,Nader, the origin ain 'the District of Columbia.'.' The tor of the PIRG concept, will be
guide includes the firstcomprespeaking on the evening of April
hensive listing. of' DC c1inics,in
11 on the subject of "Students as
'addition to 'information about Activists." The program will be
birth control, childbirth, preg- held in the Marvin Center Ballnancy, patient's rights, VD and 'room.
numerous 'other issues. Interested,
Interested in PIRG? Drop by
individuals may obtain the guide the PIRG office in Marvin 421 ,..or
for. $4;50~aq~umerous bookstores call 676·7388.'
'
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Interview with Dean - Des:
by John Lambert
On Friday, Feb. 2nd, the faculty approved. President Elliott's nomination of
Professor Barron to be the new Dean of
the National Law Center. The remaining
step in the process' is the ratification of
the faculty choice by Elliott himself and
the University's Board of Trustees. This
step is not expected to pose any problem
for the faculty's choice.
The Advocate, displaying a great degree of-confidence in the wisdom of the
faculty, conducted an informal interview
with Prof. Barron on Wednesday, Jan.
.31. For a variety of reasons, the normal
transcription of a tape-recorded interview'
was not possible As a result a narrative
of what was discussed was much more
feasible than a recreation of the question
and answer format. .
The interview began on a sanguine note
as Prof. Barron was first asked to relate
. what he believed the real assets of the
School to. be or "reasons why an undergraduate student would want to come to
the National Law Center." Prof. Barron
was quick to point out that most of the
students would be able to answer that better than he, but did elaborate and referred
to the high quality of the faculty, the val- .
ue of being a law student in Washington,
and the Law Center's excellent job placement. I think it should be stressed from
the beginning that Prof. Barron is very
high on our Law School and believes in it
quite firmly. Later in the discussion,
Prof. Barron pointed out that the School
and particularly the students undersell
themselves and the school. Prof, Barron's
annoyance with this habit was apparent.
He mentioned. that George Washington
has some very' distinguished alumni, an
outstanding faculty (many of whom are
sought after nationally) and a student
body that has very high credentials. The
point being made was thai the school's
self-image is unaccountably and inaccurately low.
The discussion next moved to what the
school's more dramatic weaknesses are
and this inevitably took somewhat longer.'
Prof. Barron pointed first to the present
physical plant and its cramped nature
which should surprise no one. Rather
than talk exclusively of new class rooms,

seminar space, etc., the Professor mentioned the lack of student lounge. space,
He would like the students to have a bet;
ter opportunity "to be" law students.
Though a vague notion, the Professor
seemed to be driving at the idea that students should have the chance to spend
time together in a. comfortable atmosphere with each other in between classes
and feel free to belong to the law school. I
think the Professor was hoping that this
would induce a greater sense of community with the students, generate more enthusiasm, and possibly result in an im'provement in the students' self-image.
As to the prospects for the physical improvement of the .school, Prof. Barron
. believes that any action would have to
proceed in two directions. One avenue
would encompass iinmediate concerns,
such as lounges and the library. One of
the possibilities for the library would be
to expand it back" into the .courtyard.
Prof. Barron thought that present first
year students would probably see the ex-pansion. As to whether first year students
would be able to use the new facility before they graduate, well.,; ..
.'
The second aspect of the ..plant improvement goal would involve plans for a
new facility along the lines of Georgetown's, though certainly not limited to
those parameters. This would necessarily
be a' more long range project and no dates
were discussed at all about the facility.
.. The problem of financing the improvements was raised and Prof. Barron
thought that the Law Center and: the
Universitywould be. able towork'together to
finaIlcemost of the improvements to. the
present facility by itself out of existing resources. As for the new. facilRy(if .~hd
When) theLaw Center Wdldd.~~to
turn
'to the University for help and grants from
various foundations. Prof. Barron sus-.
pected that the University would come up
with over half of the needed funds for
such an undertaking.
. Continuing with the problems of the
school and its weaknesses Prof. Barron
next spoke of the need to attract really
good people to the faculty. He had some
rather precise methods for attracting such
candidates and believes that the first correction in the recruiting process would be
the introduction of seminars led by 'the
candidate, and open to' the school. The

.-

candidate would lead an informal discussion or even read a paper on the area for
which he is being considered to teach. The
students and faculty members would then
have an opportunity to question the candidate and evaluate him through his re.; sponses and his capacity.for handling the
atmosphere of the situation. By this interaction, an understanding of both the candidate's scholarly and teaching ability
would develop.
Facultytenure was next addressed and
was prefaced by some general introductory remarks by Prof. Barron which helped to show the different facets of tenure
at a law school. In an undergraduate situation, many of the faculty arrive at the
school, with either Ph.D. in hand or actually still writing their thesis. They are at
much earlier stages in life than the new
law professor who has several' years of
practice behind him in addition to the
three or four years already spend in law
school. For the law school to offer an attractive alternative, the school has to be
able to offer some assurance of the possibility of long-range security. To accommodate this need, the school has a tenure
review after three years (Georgetown is
five and many undergraduate schools require seven). Prof. Barron thought that it
would be extremely disadvantageous to
alter this scheme.
As to the actual tenure process, Prof.
Barron thought that greater emphasis
could be placed on student evaluations
and on the publishing history of the particular professor. Prof. Barron did not
want to create a "publish or perish" situation, but he did appear to want to lay a
little more stress on scholarly achievement. Publishing is one of the manners
for the school to attract favorable attention and would certainly be beneficial to·
the school's reputation. The trick in implementing this new emphasis is not to deemphasize the importance of the teaching
ability of the professor. Finding the precise balance is a difficult problem:'
When asked whether GW· Law was
competitive in salary with other law
schools, Prof. Barron definitively said
yes and that our inedian was certainly
within the range of' the top fifteen
schools. He believes that our salary offers
would certainly be a drawing card.
The subject of outside work by the fa-

culty was broached and appeared to bea
concern close to Prof. Barron.The school.
presently allows a professor the equivalent of one day per week to be devoted to
outside work. Without any references'
made or any aliegations.r.Prof'c.Barron, .. ,
seemed to feel that thiS"clifuit was~.OC~?~:;,:;
sionally compromised. As' to the COffee"
tion of the situation, Prot Barron be)ieved that the new Dean should take a
. lead role and cultivate strong support
within the faculty. Prof. Barron believes
a tough stance is necessary with the problem and that the school is not being unfair to the teacher by imposing this limit
since the salary Offered is so competitive.
. .Again a balance must be struck as it's
quite rare that a teacher actually sets aside
a chronological day for this type of work.
Prof. Barron articulated his understanding for the need to keep outside work pos- '
sible. The reason for the one-day per week
rule is that it helps to keep an active law.yer switching' to teaching somewhat active. Often the new teacher is a top-flight
attorney and does not want to lose the vitality of practice. In addition many outside interests contact GW professors, particularly the Federal government, according to Prof. Barron, and this allows the
teacher the opportunity to maintain a vitality in his thinking. '
Yet Prof. Barron believes strongly that
the prospective teacher is primarily a teacher and wants in no way to compromise
that fact. The outside work is to improve
the ability of the teacher. The conviction
of Prof. Barron on this issue is evidenced
in posing the hypothetical of an admirably qualified candidate applying who
still insisted on more than one day a week
for outside practice. In this .instance,
Prof. Barron thought it would be advantageous for the school to pass up the candidate.
After exhausting the faculty, the discussion briefly touched on the admissions
process for the Law Center. Briefly, as
Prof. Barron .thought the admissions office had done' an outstanding job. There
appeared to be an integrity to the process
and the Professor believed that practically all decisions were done meritoriously.
The next subject dealt with the. Law
Center's
financial arrangement
with
George Washington University. I pointed
out that roughly thirty cents of every dol-

_._~
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ignate Jerome A. Barron
lar a law student paid to the school went
community. As a result, he did a fair
to the University, and wondered if the' "amount of travel, talked to a variety' of
Law Center's affiliation was worth the'
groups and enjoyed the activity. Since
price. Prof. Barron did not seem to taJ(ethen
he has had some continued contact
the alernatives very seriously so the inter'with the alumni and looks forward to inviewer posed the situation found at ' creased interaction. Prof. Barron con tinGeorgetown as a possibility. At George-:
ued, pointing out that the GW law alumni
town, the student's tuition goes to the law, have a good attitude towards the school,
center and they pay a bill to the univerrecognizing that the school exists [or the
sity, Here at GW our dollars go to the
students' benefit. They do maintain an inUniversity and a portion is allocated to
terest and have an input but appreciate
the Law School. It should be noted that
the importance of the faculty's and,
that should the law school ever experience
deans' role.
any difficulty, such as student enrollment
Recognizing Prof. Barron's emphasis
declining, a school in Georgetown's aron the scholarly criteria for faculty selecrangement would find itself in a troubletion, the importance in a law student's
some situation. With the present situation
education. Prof. Barron immediately
here at GW, should the Law Center expointed out the excellence of the clinical
perience difficulty, the University would
program's reputation and the high quality

training anddeveloping and that the stu:
dent needsboth. ,"~" ,
The effectof these two points appeared
to be that a st~H~nt should not be so cold-

value in sampling as much as possible and
exposing oneself to as many different
thought processes as possible;' ltis the
richness of law 'school which should be

ly calculating.about his course selection. " ;taken advantage of and not done simply
One shouldn't .take only the courses he pro forma.
'
'

"needs." Prof. Barron pointed out that
he had worked for the Conn. public defenders office while in school in anarrangeemt similar to ,our clinical programs
but that some of the theoretical philosophy of law courses were equally valuable.
Prof. Barron's attitude towards law
"school seems strikingly similar to the
philosophy expressed recently in the defense of liberal arts education. Ther's a.

be in a position to easily help out the
school.
,The gist of this particular subject was
that Prof. Barron seems to be satisfied
, 'with the present financial arrangeemtn
between the University and the Law
School and does not anticipate any
change in the format. The 75-25% rough
breakdown compares favorably with
other schools and should not be a source
of concern.
Prof. Barron was asked to explain the
allocation of the extra tuition for next
year. The Law School is having a threehundred dollar tuition hike over and
above the two-hundred dollar hike, in
which all divisions of the university are
participating. Despite the uniqueness of
the three-hundred dollar hike, the University may retain 25% or severityfive dollars over and above the normal
cut. Prof. Barron allowed as he had not
seen the budget and was not in a position
to explain where the money was going.
He did promise that he would explain the
allocation when he found out more about
it.
Alumni relations was the next topic of
discussion. Prof. Barron was asked how
much time he anticipated he would spend
seeking donations from the Alumni. He
explained that during the late sixties and
the campus ferment, he had been asked to
travel to various campuses by the school
to "interpet" the 1!ctions of the student

of supervision they experience. He did
point out that there was a space problem
for the' programs 'and hoped that that
could be alleviated without having to wait
for physical expansion of the plant. He
also hoped that the clinics would continue
to play a strong role in the school and
would like to strengthen them where, necessary.
The final question posed to the new /
Dean for.the Law Center was ridiculously
vague and impossible to answer. Prof.
Barron did admirably! The question was
basically intended to elicit Prof. Barron's
philosophy of legal education or what advice would he give to a first year law student.
Prof. Barron appeared to have two underlying tenants or understandings which
a law student should try to incorporate into his perceptions of law school. The firstis that it is hard to judge where fortune is "
going to take you. TlleProf. 's point appeared to be that itis awfully difficult to
, map out your future with any great cer- '
tainty, He cited his own personal history
and how he had hoped while in law
school to return to western Mass. and
practice in a small town. He made the
point well. The second realization Prof.
Barron tried to' emphasize is that there
isn't the divergence between the real and.
the ideal of which so many speak. All that
you learn in law school isn't without appl,ication in the business world. It is both

Throughout this account I have tried to
present Prof. Barron through his own'
language as accurately as possible with
the obvious limitation of my own rnemory, Throughout. the discussion of which
there did seem to be one underlying senti- '
ment felt by Prof. Barron but never articulated. Roughly transcribed, I think it
could be written: Law School should be a
hell of a lot of fun.
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GWU· LAWYERS GUILD .
.. .
Presents'
,
,
.
., .·,·FOUR ENERGY EVENINGS'
.-

."-----

....SAm LOVEJOY
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Energy Debate in Perspective': A Solar Primer
by Harry Chernoff

that unless you nve in a virtually dependent concerns working on
cloudless environment, you will disassociated segments of solar
Four billion years without a still require a conventional heat development are left to fend for
blackout. That's how one bumper source as a backup.
themselves.
sticker describes.solar.power. But
Easily the most exciting of the
'One of the big ticket items the
what is solar power? On one level, solar fields is solar electricity. So- government is funding is called
solar power both refers to heating, lar electricity can be generated in the power tower. Mirros that
and cooling, usually residential several ways. Two of the most track the sun 'along both axes
space heating, as well as to electri- widely known are direct conver(called heliostats) are arrayed in
city, usually photovoltaics and sion, using solar cells, and con- such a way as to focus and reflect
power towers. On a second level, version through steam "genera- the sunlight on a huge tower. The
solar refers to the range of energy tioQ!!1using power towers. Opin- .jower contains liquids that are
sources the sun provides, wind ions on the economic feasibility superheated by the focused sunpower, biomass ocean thermal of each are many and conflicting.
light. The superheated 'liquids
gradients, etc. In this article, I use A fewthings are agreed on, how- then drive turbine generators. The
the narrower definition: r
everv.Solarelectricitycannot
now advantages: no fuel, no fuel cost,
The simplest form of solar competewith any of theconven- no emissions other than heat. The
power is solar heating. Solar heat- tional technologies. Currently,
disadvantages: high construction
ing (and cooling) systems are coal fired generation' costs less costs, difficulty in aligning the
either active or passive. A passive than $lIwatt to construct, nu-, heliostats, and certain environsystem merely .enhances natural clear generation costs approxi- mental questions, (e.g. if you put
heating and cooling processes by mately $1.50/watt to construct, a power tower where it will be
making optimal use of windows, and solar generation costs at least most effective, i.e. the Southwest,
screens, doorways and the Iike.$IO/watt.!o
construct. When fuel where do you get the water to cool
Very simple solar collectors may savings are t'aken into account: > it?)"
.,:.
.,
be used. An active system in-, solar is still about three times . The other main form of convereludes a mechanical means of cir- costlier ",thaneiiher
coal or nu- sion to electricity is done directly,
culating and sometimes storing clear.
. with solar cells. Materials such as
the heat. The most well-known
The federal role in solar devel- silicon and gallium arsenide are
active system circulates water opment is small but growing. The arrayed in small cells and used to
through 'rooftop
collectors,
new budget proposes about $6~Ogenerat~ electricity directly. Curthrough.the house, and into large, million for solar development.' rent problems include high cost
rock filled storage tanks. At night, ($150 million more than last year and low conversion efficiency.
or on cloudy days the water is cir- and $350 million less than Energy ~ A potential compromise beculated through the warm stones Secretary Schlesinger promised). tween the high technology of soand into the house. One of the Most of the solar budget is devo- lar cells and the low technology of

relatively efficient and sophisticated collectors to generate enough
heat to produce low quality industrial, or process, steam. This concept, favored by Energy Secretary
Schlesinger and many industrial
corporations, is expected to offer
the twin advantages of relatively
low cost and reduced industrial'
consumption
of scarce fossil
fuels.

really control emissions,the cost
.of solar would look relatively
more favorable. The second criticism of solar is on the grounds of
conservation. The equipment involved in large scale solar facilities requires huge amounts of
energy intensive materials such as '
glass and aluminum. Thus, if you
need extra energy to save energy,
where are the savingsj, The solar
proponents offer, noans,wer exSolar power generation in gene- cept to say that as the 'efficiency
ral and solar electricity in particu- 'of solar systems improves, the net
lar are not without their detrac- energy savings will improve' as
tors. Criticismsare'offered
well. The third criticism is the
at least three sides'. The.firstcritimost obvious. What doyou do on
cism is cost. While,
propo-' ' '~cloudy day? Storage q,f,electrinents concedethatcSo}ar\elecfrb~ity
is inefficient. Storageof heat
'City is not n01N\coJhPeiitive, they is good for a day or- twoat best.
point to the hundreds of billions
Here again there is 110 answer but
the government haSI){)ured into .to say wait untilthetechnology
coal, oil, gas etc~,as,weU as to the improves.
-,,'
rapid advancements' 'solar has
Basically, solar power is an inmade with minimalfederal-backfant industryiwth a great deal of
ing. They contendthatwithadepromise. Most. people expect solar
quate support, solar 'electricity" to 'make 'It major' contribution to
can begin to become competitive
residential ..slia¢~,heating in the
by the mid 1980's. Solar propo-near'future
..()I1i'the more massive
nents also argue that solar looks
scaleofsola:r
electricity, projecrelatively costly because the ad-lions
range from less than ten to
verse environmental impacts of its more than forty years.
competitors are not fully cons i- NEXT:~·.TH~
BROADER
dered. For example. if utilities
DEFINItION
OF SOLAR'
burning coal were' .required to POWER.'
,~,

from

sOIa'f

(;omp;;;lkrClarijres r,~i1get

rm;;,;a,;.in_O_b_je
..c_ti_on_s~to_th_iS.....;SY;..s_te_m_'~is_~te
..d~t_o_b~i.;.g_t
..ic_k_et_i_te_m_s_._s_m_a_II.:.,_in_-...;.;p:..a_s_si
..ve_._he_a_ti_n,:g_is_t_h_e_id_e_a_o_f_u_si
..n:g..

'411 That G~(ittt}G6

" ,~pntin~ed from page 1
tuition at' The',r-iatiqn<ii;:I:a.w:

to Ptesident Elliotf-dated Nov.
'.'20"l978.'(\Vhi~ltThe·Advocate

~:~~~

~~~t~.s :i~ho/~hF~g;~O~~~~~il~~~J~~p~~~~~~'~~~~'
a
Law·"c1ong
da.y's work.'"
'with the newestincreas~,'our
foot's' interview with President
"What'!"
I exclaimed
"But don't you care about
tuition
is still
less than
Elliott in this issue), Johnson,
:; He was there every day, a incredulously. "How did you the
way
you
look, your
Georgetown and iS,considerably
cri~iqued The Adyocate'sfigures.
strange old man, at the corner of know that?"
appearance to others?" I asked,
less than othermajor Iaw schools F9rfiscal year 197~, Johnson's
21st and F Street, a block from
"Because I went to GW and shaking my head sadly.
in New York,' Boston, and ca\cuIations showed ,'that
the'
both the National Red Cross and had him myself, you fool!"
"Have you looked in the
Chicago. Demands" for an ac- general university retained 24.~o
the State Department. He wore a
~'You,
we n t to
GW? ,mirror lately? Do yoti'like what
counting, begun in Jastsemester's
oUhe law school'~jncbrrie. This
grey tweed sport jacket that had Impossible! Jdon't
believe it! yousee7
Don't you think it's
Advocate,
continued. by ....last accounting, an ,admission that
large holes'under both armpits.
How did you end up sleeping on more important how you see month's SBA',resolutio'ii:, and .Oi1~-:Quarter.of.lilwschool tuition
Underneath the jacket was a a grate? How could you just yourself than ,how'> others see pursued by many of the. can- , is .used for:i'ndirecl costs is a
seedy br()wn shirt. His pants throw away your edUCation?"
you? 1 have a clear conscience."
didates in this'issu~"is the more po~itive.step; Thenextstep
is to
were also 'gre}:..,and they had
"Hee, hee,ha,
ha, ha," he
I thought I. had him;' "What
effective and rea:Iistic approach.
determine' how this mOney is·
several dark staIns on them. His cackled, "I didn't throw.it away .. about your position now? Don't
President Elliott has tentatively allocated and to see if such a high
feet\vere
adorned with red On the contrary, I learned from ypu think that you're a parasite
agreed to meet with NLC students percentage is needed to cover the .'
tenniss'hea}{ers and no socks. He it."
on society, taking handouts and
in an open forum to discuss the law school's portion of the
never
changed
his clothes
I asked him to tell me what doing nothing useful?"
tuition increase:a!,?)V~Y:.i~is
,U,l1i:~7r~HX'~~:i~di!~~~~,:costs.
because he didn't have any he learned, but he refused to do
necessary. In addltlon,.WllhanlPe,rslstentg,u,estiQUlIlg
of
others. His skin had turned
so unless I bought him a cup of·
With a sarcastic gr.in" he
D~Jehnson, DirectorofPlaIlning
: Prcsident
Elliott, arret other
brown from filth and dirt. rcoffee.
So we headed towards replied, "Don't you think you're
and ,Budgeting for theUn,i,",',ersity, menipers'of
ihe administration
.
aparasiteonso'ciety?
AS far as has taken note of the-pudget regr d'mg the tuition increase
doubt he ever.bathed. HisJace
teIi', GU D'e li',an "d".as we .'dids(),
.
"',
was haggard to the point of he told me of his extraordinary
I~m .concerned, my purpose in analyses of The Advocate:: In an ,~h~uldgo far towards resolving'
being
menacing.
He had past: Phi Beta Kappa incol1ege~ ..Hfe IS more useful than yours,
interdepartmental
memoraridum·theselssues.
'
shoulder-length grey hair. His admission to GW Arthur Miller When people see me as they Ir----~--------_,_...oi.'-'-_--.,-----'-'----.
eyes were always glazed, as if he Law Review, oifers from' to~ drive to work· every morning,
.Illustratjon by Kayia Kirsch
was looking straight through
Washington firms. It was every !hey. ,can -feel that they:re
mother's dream'come true.
supenorto
what,they perceIve
you. Perhaps he was seeing some
-kind of vision. He reminded me
As we were walking back to to be the wretchedness that is
the grate he called home I me, and h¢nce I give some
of a prophet. And that was the asked, "If you were su'ch a meaning
to
their
busy,
way I liked to think of him. A
success, what happened?" He purposeless lives."
prophet of doom.
Feeling a strong sense of paused momentarily, running a
Getting desperate
now, I
responsibility as an investigative
hand through 'his long stringy stammered, "But you must~iss
hair. '''Well, one_ day, while not having somewhere 'to be
reporter for the Advocate, I driving to work at the same every day!"
decided to approach him and get place for the 427th consecutive
"Let me answer that with 'a
the real story.
day, I finally came to my 'senses. question. When w~s the' last time
" "Excuse me, sir," I said,
I had worked diligently my ,you saw the sun?"
receiving an icy stare in return,
"I'm a law student at George whole life for the privilege
'-'Well"
I st'uttered
Washington University, and ... " sitting ~n on~ ,spot and strailling "Yester<iay~·moirIiOg3.s I wa~
'''Ha,
ha, ha, ha, ha," he my br,am: to,:pl,I,sh_words~tq:tne.<driving ioschool,andyesterday
laughed hysterically, so violently limit of their meaning. What for? afternoon as 1 was walking to
that 1 feared for his safety.
I c~~ld do less and lead a fuller work ... "
Bewildered,
I stood there life.
"Exactly"
he replied,
dtimbly for two minutes until
"But what about the money?
rubbing
his' hands together
his laughter
suQsided. Upon Surely you enjoyed that?"
joyously, "I see the sun every
regaining his composure,
he
"The
only
difference
day. So who's the smart one?"
became serious again, and said" betw~en a rich man and a poor
"Let
me answer
your
"You
look like you have man IS th~ clothes he wears, the question with a question. Could
suffered much. You must have car he dnves, and the place he you slide over just a bit? I mean,
had "Arthur., Miller.. for..·..GOft'~es ..hQme_to. at .~.e1ld .of·'~·:;;'1t"~-a~th&-la:rgeirate:--::"',~,
, ::
by Steve,Kleitieldimd Bob Goodman

of'
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EastWing

Evolution 0'."",dea
.
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J. M. Pei'and 'Partners,

New York

The East Building-Evolution
of an Idea

~y Thecla Fabian
A little over a week ago, I came
across a poster .tacked on a
Dupont Circle building advertising an exhibition of sketches and
modelsofJ.M.
Pei's East Building at a Georgetown art gallery.
Theshow had received almost no
media attention, but since I was
writing on 'the East Building
anyway, I wanted to chect it out.
.This showing turned out to be one
of the most fascinating aspects of
the-whole project.
The Adams Davidson Gallery
had assembled 'a collection of the
East Building sketches, models
and notebooks of Pei and his
associates
over the ten-year
period of 1968-1978. There was
also a collection of photographs.-of the construction of the building. .
.,.
.'....
This exhibit managed to convey
a real sense of the evolution of the
, East Building from a rough
sketch on the back of an 'ecvelop
to the finished structure in marble
and steel. The scrawled notebooks

and hasty sketches give the non-architect a perspective seldom encountered. Here is the change, the
process, the play of ideas. Elements are added, subtracted,
altered and invented to emerge as
one of the most stunning architectural achievements of recent
years ..
One entire section of the exhibit
is devoted to the evolution of the
interior courtyard with its space-frame. skylights. In the early
sketches from 1970, this central
section is an enclosed space; it
looks _somewhat like a large
airport
terminal.
Succeeding
sketches' experiment with cutting
away the enclosing ceiling structure. The interior space becomes
more open, the perspective more
strongly vertical. The courtyard is
evolving into an enclosed exterior'
plaza surrounded by the sweeping
verticals of the galleries. :
The sketches also provide a rare
look at the dynamic interaction
between design concepts and engineering' concepts.
Supporting
16,000 square feet of glass skylight required specific technolog
r05)20/0al advances. We see these

solutions , emerging. ' Different or an "angle too big," show this when he had begun his forays
through .the early construction
angles, different configurations 'process of discovery and design.
and different support materials
Further on in the exhibit,
site. It was the middle of .Nov emare considered and either rejected photographs
taken during the
ber before Ted Cooper could go
or incorporated into the, final construction
or. the building to New York to select the material
design. Scrawled notes along the depict the three dimensionalc-vand begin the publicity and plandrawings,-such as "too heavy,"
reality that emerged from this
ning,
process. We see the space-frame
What
emerged
from this
skylight being fitted together high
process was a vibrant portrayal of
above the courtyard. One photothe creative process. Unfortunategraph shows one of the several-Iy this exhibit closes in Washington space frame junctures or ton on February 6th, leaving
nodes; invented especially for this
many Washingtonians completely
building, sitting like a gigantic
unaware of its existence. Itwill be
steel sculpture. It is all the more
taken to Kansas City for the
. beautiful for -its functionality a,ndi." meeting of the, American 'Institute'_
economy of design.. .
of Architects where I.M. Pei'will
This exhibit came about almost
be awarded their Gold Medal for
by accident. Ted. Cooper, the' outstanding achievement in archiDirector of the Adams Davidson
tecture, We can only hope that the
Galleries, -had originally planned
exhibit will be brought back to the"
a showing of Old Masters' Drawcity at some future time, and -ings for January. When the major
perhaps if we are. 'very lucky,
part of that show became unavailinstalled in the East Building
able, he decided to call I.M.Pai.,
itself. The building, no less than
and find out if it would be possiany of the art work it contains is
ble to display some of the backa work of tremendous creative
gr~u~d dra~ing~ -:to the East energy, An understanding of the
Building, ThIS building had held a mmds;hands
and spirit that
special
fascination
for Ted shaped it can only make our exCooper since the early seventies perience of it so much richer.

Munch: Moods
by Dana Dembrow

few. The experience of his
creations is not necessarily. the,
most uplifting thrill in the NaThe feature artist now- on
tional Gallery of Art, but the
exhibit in the underground gallery
power of Munch's visualizations
of the East Wing is Edvard
of emotion is so impressive that
Munch, a Norwegian. Munch's
the thoughtful observer wishes to
works represents a distillation of pause to examine the atmosphere
human emotion in graphic depicand marvel at the .communicative
tionsofthe
human condition in impact of his paintings. The
oil, water color and lithograph. A exhibit is the story ofa man who
talented and highly respected
learned to tolerate the uncertainty
artist in several mediums, Munch
of living by expressing his fears
was deeply, distressed with love and his depression in works of
and obsessed with death and he art. It is obvious that it was not
condensed his personal agony .until Munch died in 1944, that
into a variety of tense visual
this passionate individual was
images of anguish and alienation.
finally able to escape from the emotions
Observing the healing power of he left behind him. YCAl can share his
nature as the counter-force of the
feelings from the sight of his artisinternal destruction of romantic
tic representations of love and
attraction,
many of Munch's
death in the special exhibit section
works portray a profound and, of the East Gallery open until
solemn sadness that is rivaled by February 19.

Edvard Munch (l863 -1940~ 'Jealousy'
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National Gallery East Building

/
Partners of New York to develop
by Thecla Fabian '
its plans. Pei divided the trapezoidal site into two triangular
The East Building of the spaces. The larger isosceles triNational Gallery of Art opened in angle (with its base facing the
June of 1978. It is a, pleasant West Building) provides space for
reminder of all the delightful the' exhibition galleries and for'
things that modern architecture public services. It has three towers
can be when it tries. It ws a play-: of galleries, one at each point of
ground of the" mind, designed the triangle, connected by bridges
with a' touch of whimsy to of galleries along the sides of the
complement
the geometrical triangle. There are four main
grandeur of its basic lines.
levels. This is the only "East
'The building started as' a Callery" that most people will
problem in search of mathe- ever see. The smaller right trimatical and architectural solu- angle, with its apex toward the
tion. When Congress first set up West Building, is subdivided into
the National Gallery of Art in eight levels of office space for the
1937, it set aside for the Gallery's gallery's curatorial and adminis~'
future use a trapezoidal plot trative staff and a-Center for Adseparated from the West Building vanced Studies in the Visual Arts
(the original National Gallery) by with a six-story library.
_
4th Street, and bounded by
The, two main triangles are
Pennsylvania
Avenue,Third
connected by yet a third triangle,
Street and the Mall.
a faceted steel frame" skylight "
This
oddly 'shaped
site rising to nearly seventy feet above
presented one of the major, con- the ground floor level,« and
ceptual problems in the design of bathing the interior vin natural
the new building. Its central axis light.
National Gatlerv o fA rt's East Building, opened June I, f97a
was not'. m I'me WIith 'th a t 0 f th e,
The play, of light and shadow
original' National, Gallery Build- on the light marble interior
in airplane 'building. There' is emotive value. Reconciliation
delightful concept of sculpture as
ing. It was also the last major un- creates a park-like atmosphere in
something relaxing about sitting " Elegy is One of a series of paint- a toy 'for adults is seldom given
developed site on Pennsylvania the central courtyard. Trees of , and watching this gigantic struc- ings, like giant Rorschach tests, any credence by museum offiAvenue along the inaugural route' sculpture placed around
the
ture move in the almost still air.
that Motherwell
has called cials.
between the Capitol and the courtyard enhance this effect..
The other six works combine "general metaphors of the conThe last of the specially comWhite' House. This -rneant that There is a pleasant,' uncluttered.
varying degrees of interest andtrast
between life and death, and missioned pieces sits at the en.
whatever
building was con- angularity to the sweep of stairs
humor. Anthony Caro's Ledgf!' their interrelation."
trance to the East Building. Knife
structed on the site would have to and bridges reaching to the upper
Piece, over the ledge to··the·~!Udy.',' The design fotthe tapestryEdge Mirror Two Piece is a sculpbe,compatible with the rnonumen- levels.
center entrance, is.a huge metar:Variation
sur "Aubette"
Was turecomposed of two bronze sectal concept of the Avenue. ,
There were seven pieces of art
doodle. It sits perched like ;a':;\urken from a mural that Alsatian 'tions; the larger of which is 17'8"
There were further c(mstrai~ts. ,commissioned especially for, the
metal insect on the ledge, ready t&:~+jean Arp painted-for a basement high' and the s~aner 17'1~".
T~fiJ!':l.~Hpn':lU::;~p"itld.;
~lan?lng;'EasH~allery;: The most dramaticr->" spring for t.h,ecpurtY3:~<,lt>rJo-.v.'~ightclub
in 1927-28: It. h~s a,~ Though no~ particularly cl!mC~mIll~sslOr,tiaQestabhshed ',set-, and my own facorite, is tfie three~"
Joan Mlro/s 'tapestry Femml!"'<'child-Iike
simplicity 10 Its two bable, the piece has a geological
back" lines which mandated the - story Alexander Calder mobile.'
hangs on the courtyard's south 'stylized "mushrooms" against an effect' that reminds you of wind
amount of open space, between One of the largest mobiles Calder
wall, its simple shapes and vibrant, undulating background.
and water worn stone.
the building and the streets. The created, this 920 pourid creation
colors intended to suggest a
James Rosati's Untitled sits on
The East Building is regularly
structure, would also have, 'to of sensitively balanced aluminum
woman performing a rhythmic
the mezzanine level like a giant open from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm
observe the ,heights of cornice rods and free-form disks hangs
dance. _
crystal. The play of light and on weekdays, and on Sundays
lines' of " both ,Penns~lv.ania
suspended over the central courtRobert
Motherwetlsshadow from a nearby window from noon to 9:00pm.It is accesAvenue and the Mall buildings, yard from the space frame above.
Reconciliation Elegy hangs on an gives Iife to its simple angular sible from the METRO Blue Line
which are substantially different
In order- to get a structure that
upper level wall. Motherwell was shapes. There is something about at either the Smithsonian Mall
levels. ,','
.
large light enough to move in the one of the leadingfigures of the it that challenges the latent seven- Exit or the L'Enfant Plaza MaryAt the same time, the National
slight interior air currents, the red' abstract expressionist movement
year-old in people like me to, try land Avenue Exit. Admission is
Gallery was looking for a building and black disks were composed of of the 1940's, so named .because to climb its steep sides and perch free. Whatever your taste-in art, it
which 'would relate in scale, honeycombed
aluminum
with
of the painters' desires to imbue .Iike an elf on its pinnacle, watch- is a delightful place to spend a
materials and placement to, the aluminum skins, a technique used non-representational
art" with ing the world go by. Alas, the Iaz afternoon.
West Building. They wanted a
building on a human scale' that
would promote the enjoyment of
-a number of different art forms,
The situation was ripe' for
'anotehr architectural, disaster of
the kind that appear like potholes
all' over the city. Here was the
perfect opportunity for a splendid
eyesore that served none of its
functions well-and
it didn't
happen." ,
The National Gallery chose the
architectural firm of I.M. Pei and'

Edvard Munch Self·portrait,

View of the East Building'scentraH:ourtyardfrom

the ground level, looking toward the Fourth Street entrance.
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Washin~on Project for the Arts
by Jim Sweeney and Thecla Fabian
was later on, in the voice-over
Washington Project for the seen as Meyers' random illogical
Arts presents experimental avantmusings on Aldrin's book and
comments on his book.
garde theater in an appropriate
what it says; the relationship
setting. The first two floors _of. between the boy and the older
Instead of the complicated
their storefront location at 1227 G
man parallels in some ways the
staging of the first act, .this
St., N.W., ..consistof galieryspace
voice-over
comments
section was staged on a raised
given over to the efforts .of local
paraphrasing
Aldrin's
. obplatform in front .of the stage,
artists. To reach the theater; one
servations about his relationship
with two chairs and Kevin
goes up one more flight of
with, his tfather, although they
'. Kuhlke, who plays Brown ..
wooden stairs to reach a bare loft
occur' at different points in the
room. play.
The character could also be a
The atmosphere
is ; very
-Whatever the meaning of. the
personification
of religious
definitely dedicated •. These are
play (if it has one meaning),the
fanaticism, 'with elements from
people-very involved in what they
overall, effect is stunning, both
outside .of Brown's life thrown in
are d'oing.visually
and emotionally. The use
to show that he's not just sup.On January 31 and February 1
of a light bulb ona long cord, .
posed to be Brown.
they presented two one-act plays
which is set swinging in ahypThis section could be taken on
by Michael
Meyers.
Bothnotic
arc several timesduring the
several levels. There .is enough
provided a surrealistic look at the
course of the play, exemplifies the
overlap to suggest that it should
nature of reality and nature.
way the play is put together.
be taken on all, possible levels at
The first work, Short Play fora
The' second
act is The
once for maximum effect. The
'Man on the Moon, was a series of
Teachings of John Brown in
question that is being' asked here
images. and, thought-pictures
Florida. On the surface it seems
is: which is real, 'and which is
inspired by astronaut "Buzz"
to be the ramblings of an insane
illusion?
Aldrin's book, .Return to Earth.
man who thinks he is the
In his book, Aldrin .jalks .about
.abolitionist John Brown .. There
his own: mental breakdown· as
are references to hangings, and
well as his experiences as an astro- -, Kansas, and his role as a
naut,
messianic leader of. the abolition
The play opened, simply with
movement.
four figures on' a bare stage- a
Occasionally he has apparent
young bOY,h is back to the
lucid moments, when he seems to
audience, staring off into the
be encountering a nurse or a
. can composer, who is considered
. by Wade Parker
future;' a middle 'aged "'couple
doctor, or when he 'refers to
very' avant-garde. This piece is esdancing a slow,bored dance; and
something j as "perhaps
an
pecially
daring since the composer
On
Sunday
January
21,
at:
the
a: juggler with a puppet-mask
illusion" or something of his own
requires that certain notes be held
attached to his body. Voices from
creation. ;. '; National Presbyterian, Barbara
down throughout the piece, leavThomson gave an organ recital.
behind the scenes-offer fragments '- Or maybe this is Johnarowh
ing the. organist's hands free.to
of explanation of the actions of
himsel~ talk.ing. ~ut B~~~n I}~v$<rMs. Thomson, a native of Philathe figures.
.'
made It to Flonda,as
Meyer's d'elphia~'is agraduate 'both of th~ p~y ,qtpeLrotc:s,.Ms,,, rhOIllsQn
confided to the audience that it
Pennsylvania 'State
University'
Thesesam~rigtJte::s :'reappear
-points out in the program.' 'j
took her three months to find
(Magna cum Laude; Phi Beta
throughout
the play, .moving
'There are several references
something to wedge down the
against a background created by a
contemporary times; such' as cars Kappa) and the Eastman School
keys; she used weights. This piece
transparent : screen. Behind the
and polluted rivers and bill- of Music and has also done fur.is breathtaking with its tonic varscreen, an astronaut moves on the
boards. Maybe this is a com- ther study at both the Hochschule
lations and dimensions consisting,
surface of the Moon, sometimes
mentary on our times. Then fuer Musik und darstellende
of unrelated sections tied together
"normally,".
sometimes doing
again; maybe it'sa commentary Kunst In Vienna and the Peabody
things like chopping down a grove
on our times as seen by a slightly Conservatory in Baltimore. Be-> with sustained notes throughout.
of trees.
confused Brown. After all, one of sides being Director of Music at This type of piece requires the utmost in skill and talent to carry it
The action is accompanied by. the major themes of this' play the Milford Mill United Methodoff. Ms. Thomson did a masteran eerie and compelling score,
seems to be the dispersal of time: ist Church in Baltimore, she is a
ful job of it. She finished the recifirst of taped electronic music,
Buzz Aldrin is present on the member of the faculty of the Peatal with the piece by Reger with its
and then a live piano;
stage as a child, as .an astronaut, body Conservatory and Goucher
The parts of th,e play could.be
and referred to indirectly' as he CoIlege.
The recital was held in the Main
Sanctuary, a perfect setting for
suchan event. The church itself is
an example of. modern architecture at its finest; in which the.
beautiful strains of music blend
with the high ceiling formed by
the graceful, white arches and the
by Jim Sweeney
a night they. otherwise wouldn't
beautiful stained glass windows,
have been working."
The program consisted of DieThe program runs from 9:30 trich
Buxtehude's
Prelude,
There's a place in town where
you can see top local bands for no p.m, to I a.m, every Friday. Fugue, andChanconne in C Macover charge, and where beer is at There are four 40-minute sets. If jor, J.S. 'B~ch's Choral Prelude:
there's an opening act, they play "An Wasserfluessen Babylon"
a reduced price.
Where is this place? The the first set, and the main act (S,fi53, pedale doppio) and Preplays the other three.
'
Marvin Center Rathskeller.
lude and Fugue in E-F1at Major
Rock Candy, Silverspring, Bill ,(S.552,
"St.
Anne"),
Gary'
The Program Board's RATHolland and the Rent's Due White's .Antipodes I, and Max
PAC has institued a program
called"Rock in the Rat." Every Band, and other top local bands Reger's Fantasie ueber den ChorFriday night during the semester have appeared at Rock in the Rat al, "Wie schoen leucht' uns der
there are bands that usually play recently. This Friday will be Liz Morgenstern" (Opus 40, #40).
in places like the Cellar Door, Meyer and the Midnight Flyers, The Buxtehude was an excellent
, the 16th will see Bob Devlin and choice to open with. It is light and
Childe Harold. or Desperado's.
But instead. of paying a six Ground Star, and on the 23rd it cheerful and at times very power.
dollar cover charge and $1.75 for will be the Kid Band.
ful. It was played delightfully.
Several
of
the
bands
appearing
a beer, admission is free and the
The Chorale Prelude by Bach
first ninety pitchers of Miller beer in the future were among the six showed Ms. Thomson's skill in
finalists in the Battle of the Bands '. controlling the individual voices
sold after 9 p.m, are $1.00.
According to Eric Friedman, contest at Louie's Rock City, a widely used in the piece. The Prelude and Fugue, fast moving and
co-chairman of the RATPAC. Virginia rock club, Friedman
GW can get these top local bands pointed out. Ground Star was overwhelming with its grandeur,
because "there aren't enough number three. The number five demonstrated her' feel for phrasclubs in Washington for tme to band, Worlds, will appear March ing.
. play, so they're willing .to play 2. The winner, Monarch, will be
After the intermission
she
".. here and pick up some money on appearing March 23.
.played the White piece. Gary
White is a contemporary, Ameri-

Thompson 'in Recital···

to

RA JPAC Rocks

powerful. and sometimes rnysterious melodies. and rhythms. Ms.
Thomson is a superb musician
well worth hearing again.
This recital was the first in a
series of three . concerts at 4
Q'cJock,at the-Nationai-Presbyters-'
ian .church entitled the. Vesper'
Concert Series. The other two will
be: on February IS, inthe Chapel
of the Presidents, Ernest Ligon,
Michael Lindstrom, and Assisting
Artists performing chambermusic for voices and instrumentalists; and on March IS,'in the
Main Sanctuary, Erick Van Fritzwelter, pianist, performing works
by Mussorgsky and DelloJoio.
These concerts are free to the pubIic.
,
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It has been Decided.

••

Nazism, and in the last chapter
admitted.
The moder hospital,
not at the promotion level, based good".
draws parallels between Nazism
People v. Thomas, 12/7/7824
on the theory that the effects of whether operated by a city, a
and present day occult groups,
CrL2296. 47 LW 2446
Child Custody-Auldtery
the former are- more diffuse and
church, or a group of private
including the Unification Church,
Minimum WageCustodial mother's cohabitathus less objectionable than the investors, is essentially a business.
.headed by the Reverend Sun
Carter decision
tion with married man adversely
effects of the latter. If the union's
Parker v. City of Highland
Moon. The plaintiff
.President Carter has rejected .Myung
affects the mother's relationship
agrument were accepted, the case _Park, Mich SupCt 12127/78 47
the advice of business leaders and church conceded that it is a public
with, and moral health of, chillaw in this circuit upholding racial
LW2440
Treasury Secretary Michael Blu- figure and must therefore prove
dren, and thus warrants transfer
hiring quotas. would be comEvidence-refusal to
menthal to bolster the Ad- that each allegedly libelous stateof custody to the father.
pletely undermined.
take blood test
ment was made with knowledge
ministration's
anti-inflation
Finding no self-incrimination
The moter argued that sexual
Electircal
Workers,
Local
problems, a majority of the New program by seeking a rollback of of its falsity or with reckless disimproprieties are irrelevant unless
Union No. 35 v, City of Hart.
York City. of Appeals' upheld the federal minimum wage increases regard for the truth.
proved to have a negative effect ford, USDC Conn 47 L W 2436
Defendants cited numerous
.constiutionality of a statute that . scheduled to go into-effect in 1980
on the children. She also asserted
1/16/79
provides for the admission into and 198l.. Blumenthal had argued sources supporting the parallels
that- the court should place
Motor Vehicles:;'Drover
that a rollback of minimum wage drawn with the Nazi movement.
evidence of a DWI defendant's
minimal importance upon the
Liability'
refusal to take a blood test. Citing hikes would help to moderate Plaintiff failed to raise any issue
adulterous aspects of her relationThe Washington common-law
Schmerber v, California,
384 - inflation. The minimum, which .of a fact as' to knowledge of
ship because .she plans to" marry
rule that nonpaying motor vehicle
U.S. 757 (1966), in which the went from $2.65 to $2.90 and falsity or reckless disregard for
the man when he' obtains a passenger must prove host's gross
Court held that a compelled blood hour/on January.T; is scheduled the truth, or to show that such
divorce.
'.
negligence in order to recover
test was admissible evidence, the to rise to $3.01 an Jan. I. 1980, issues of fact may exist. SUmmary
. Adultery constitutes an interdamages resultingFrom Vehcile
New York court ruled that a and $3.35 on Jan. I, 1981. 100 judgment must be granted against
ference with Illinois public policy operation
is abandoned
and
the Church.
LRR '39949 LW 2447 .
defendant has no constitutional
protecting the marital relationreplaced with rule that requires
Holy Spirit Association for
Libel-Unification
Church
right
to
refuse
a
test.
Since
the
test
ship and the family as aninstituexercise of due care for safety of
'In the book, "Gods and Beasts, Unification of World Christianity
results themselves may be adtion. A contrary ruling would
one's passengers.
mitted, there is no reason why the the Nazis and the Occult," the v. Harper and Row, NY SupCt
severely undermine any attempt
~- Roberts v. Johnson, Wash-Sup
refusal to take the test may not be author traces the evolution of NYCty. 1/12/7947 LW 2460
at reconciliation between the man ' Ct 12121/78 47 LW 2439-2440
and wife in contravention of State mental hospitalIllinois law and -long standing
tort immunity
,
public policy. The abhorance of
The decedent was a resident of
adultery is more than a public the state hospital. In the course of
policy of the State of Illinois. It is performing routine duties, the
a concern central to most civilized hospital attendant found it necesby ~im Heller .
Isn't it true that in' addition to the tors could have access to the case,
cultures and a fundamental tenent. sary to restrain the decedent, but
Federal Reporters. CFR, The and not only the' unscrupulous
A
never-ending
legal
research
of, Judeo-Christian"
law 'and . in so doing rendered him unconWeekly Compilation of Presiden- SOB who ripped it off.
religious
beliefs, (See, e.g., scious. The attendant then laid' column wherein I answer; in tial Documents and the U.S. Code Q. You mean Lisa Forrest braved
print, some of the more provocaExodus 20:14; Matthew 5:28).
' the decedent on his back, which
the elements - cold weather,
tive questions asked at the 3rd Service, you can also find E.O.'s
DeFranco v. DeFrance III caused the aspiration of his
wind gusting 35 m.p.h., snowacfloor desk. All answers can be (as they're called in the profesAppCt Ist Dist 12126/7847 LW - stomach contents-resulting in his
cumulating to depths of 1/16 inch
.sion)
in
U.S.
CODE
Congressionfound in between' the sheets of
24531-23-79
-- ..
death.
(which completely disrupted trafal.and Administrative News]
paper of a variety of sourcesx. .,>"
Freedom of Information
. The hospital moved for suml", Yes, they're also printed in fic in the District) for us'?
Q. Jim,
.
iii;
Act-Nixon materials
mary judgment on the basis that it
A. Call me Ayatolla.
,~~ 'USc;CAAN (as it's called in the A. Yes. Furthermore, if our u-.
The Presidential Recording and is immune from liability under the
brary does not have a book you
Q. ' OK.... Jim, .jhere are pagelt Pf9(~~si(>n):" ..~ ",,; , . .'"
Materials-PreservatiouAct;~·44 . Michigan governmental Imminity
want,
she may be able to get it to
.
Q.
What
about
Proclamations?
missing from the .CCH FootJ
U.S.C. 2107, which established statute. Thestatute provides that
you via Inter-library Loan (ILL,
Drug Cosmetic Law Reporter; .A. In. addition to those sources
procedures for authorizing public "all governmental agencies shall
in the trade), or at least tell you
and I desperately need the case that have E.O. 's, Presidential
access to former
President
be immune from tort liability in
where the book can be obtained.
Proclamations can also be found
Brown Foreman Distillers Corp.,
Nixon's presidential tapes and all cases wherein the government
Q. What a swell person she is!
et al., v. Mathews. Can you reor- in U.S. Statutes at Large, Rosapapers, 'does .not bar General agency is engaged in the exercise
Quite a contrast to those people
lyn.
.der the necessary pages'? .
Service
Administration's
or discharge of a governmental'
A; We can. and will, get the Q. I need the Farber case for the who steal, hide, or rip out pages
processing of journalists'
and function." The operation of a
from books that other students
pages you need, but I can get you 'Moot Court .Competition, It's a
scholars' Freedom cof vlnforma-, public hospital comes within the
the case right now. The Table of New Jersey case, but as of this need to use. Are there any sanction Act request' seeking access to frequently cited "common good
tion against such' conduct?
date it's unreported hi the RegionCases section of the CCH ReporNixon materials. Fears of massive of all" definition of govern'A. Yes, and if I caught someone
al
Reporter.
Where
can
I
get
it?
ter indicates where the case can be
disruption by requests for huge mental
function.
Therefore
A. The Farber case, which in- razor blading pages, I would sinfound in CCH, and also in what
vaguely defined chunks of presi- under the statute, the attendant's
volved a newsman who refused to cerely do my best to get them
court it was litigated. After the
dential material are unfounded, , alleged negligence is within. the
reveal confidential sources, ap- kicked out of law school. There
case you want is a notation DC
since the FOIArequires that the scope of the state's governmental
should be no place in the legal
pears
in the Bureau of National
KY, which means it was litigated'
request"reasonaly
describe" the function" immunity from tort
profession for people who try to
Affairs (BNA) Media Law Reporin a Federal District Court located
materials sought. Nixon 'will be- liability.
screw their fellow students (or
in Kentucky. Most district court . ter. This looseleaf service covers a
free to raise constitutional objecPerry v. Kalamazoo State Hosvariety of subject areas that relate. maybe that is where they belong).
cases appear in the Federal Suptions to screening or disclosure pital Mich SupCt, 12127/78 47
You'd be surprised how often we
to the Media - advertising, first
plement (remember that Federal
pursuant to any specific FOI A LW 2442-2443
find
books with pages ripped out.
amendment rights, etc. UnfortuDistrict Courts are trial courts,
request.
City general hospitalPerhaps
if we caught someone donately, even though the book is on
and not all cases will be reported).
Reporters
Committee
Y.
tortliability
Reserve, somebody ripped-off the ing that, and the law school dealt
We can then go to the Table of
Sampson, CA DC 12/21-/78 47
After the malpractice claimant
pages that had the Farber case, with them severely, we'd turn the
Cases volumes of the Federal
LW 2455 1/23/79
fell through a glass storm door,
However, Usa Forrest, who is in tide.
Practice Digest 2nd, and see if
Affirmative Actionhe was treated for serious laceracharge of Inter-library
loan Q. Thanks for your comments,
Brown appears. We find that the
preference system
. tions on his back and neck at the
operations, walked to' the BNA but, speaking of turning the tide,
case was reported, and appears in
Hartford's affirmative action city's. hospital. Allegedly; the'
offices on 25th near M to pick up all in all you really should get off
435F .Supp 5.
plan requires
the elecfrical treating pl physician failed toXanother copy of the Farber case, your soapbox and cheer up.
Q. Are you saying that all cases
workers' 'union to give pre-: ray the claimant who continued to
A. Oooookay!
so that all Moot Court competithat appear in the looseleaf serviference to minority applicants on feel pain in his back after treatces (CCH, BNA, Prentice-Hall,
its employment referral list. The ment. Treatment at another hosetc.) will appear in the reporters'?
ETS Criticized --------District court ruled that such a pital revealed that a large piece of . A. Not all, though many Will.
from p. 9 ..-......
policy does not discriminate glass had remained lodged under"
Some decisions accessible via the
evaluation of grades and test would also require 'companies' to
against nonminority individuals neath the claimant's skin.
looseleafs are not reported elsescores--and
they
have
no keep information on applicants
on the list in violation of Equal
'The city moved' for summary
where. Some are lower court derecourse.
'confidential.
Disclosing
test
Protection Clause or Title VII of judgment under the Michigan
cisions which are not picked up by
We must begin to examine the answers would enable students to
1964 Civil Rights Act.
statute immunizing state agencies
either _the official or. privately
examiners,
contest disputed answers, and
bli h d
Of
thus eliminate' much of the
The union argued that the city's from tort liability while exercising
puousne
reporters. .
course,
There is a growing movement
plan discriminates against an "governmental functions." The
one of the most
I bl
mystery surrounding the tests.
to reform and restructure the ETS .has saidt is willing to release
of th I
If' va ua e. aspects
I h
identifiable group of nonminority Michigan Supreme Court distesting industry. In New York,
.
fa t the toose
th ea ' sk IS not on y t e
99% of its test
data. But, Nairn
persons i.e., those higher up on agreed with the city and stated
c
ade . ey
Ohio, Texas, and other states,
orted
. PICf up many
f did unresays, the bulk of this 99010is the
the list who are skipped over in that "we would limit' the term
P
. ClSlons
st.udent-run
Public
Interest
state
cou
t b t rom
th t e era and
maJerial provided bOy the testfavor of the rhonority persons, 'governmental function' io those
ministrati r s, u da .,·many a I- Research Groups (PIRGs) have takers themselves--name, social
and therefore, that the plan - activities sui. generis govern,
ve age?cy eClSlons, ru - introduced "Truth in Testipg"
,
violates the "non-identifiability"
mental-of essence to governing."
mgs, etc., are mcluded as well.
secunty number, etc. Nairn says it
And the most important aspect is legislation in their state legis- is crucial to disclose that last one
limitation on affirmative action The court rejected the "common
that they are very current _ most
latures. This legislation would
percent, as it includes ETS's
remedies. The posture of the law go()d of all" test. Hospital
in the Second Circuit is that the operated
by non-government
are updated every week or two.
force ETS and other testing
extrapolations
from the in.
companies
to disclose
test
f'ormatIOn pr-oVI
'd ed by testeffects of past discrimination can entities, which do not enjoy im.
JIm,
in
your
last
column
you
Q
.
questions and answers, and all takers-osuch as prediCtions of
be removed ·by improsing racial munity from tort liability" also
talked' about Executive Orders,. ' studies and data on the tests,' I't future academic success.
preferences at he hiring level but contribute
to the "common
. by David Bane

Between·the Sheets
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Introduction

Summer, in"England!
.
June 18 - August'3-

Clinical' Internships in; London
Earn sb{c:s:eme1t~r.:credftS:\ib5t.iniq/ue English practice clinical
program. Practical 'experience interning with London solicitors and other English legal institutions.

Courses in' Londonand Coventry
Choose from five courses, upto eight credits: English Legal
System, Comparative Law, Evidence, Law and Institutions of
European Economic Community, Remedies.
For information,

call or write:
Nirelle Galson, Associate Director, Division of International
Programs, Abroad, Syracuse UniversitY,335
Comstock Ave.,
Syracuse, NY 1321'0, (315)423-3471 or
Prof. Eldon Reiley, University ,of San Francisco Sch. of law,
San Francisco, CA 94117, (415) 666-6270.
-

University of San Francisco -Syracuse
University of Warwick
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University

Location:
London,' School of
Economics and Political Science.
London, England
Dates; July 2 through August 9
Course Credit: 2 t08 hours.
Curriculum:
Common Market Law
LaborLaw English Legal System '
Comparative Antitrust .:
Land Use Planning
Public International Law
Labor Arbitration and
Collective Bargaining
Administrative Law
Expenses:
Tuition: $425.00
Registration: $25.00
Room and Breakfasts: $460.00
Deadline for Application:
Aprill,1979
For further information write:
Prof. Bernard ',Dobranski, 1979
Summer Law 'Program; ':Notre
Dame Law School, UJiiversityof
Notre Dame, Notre Dame; In-"
diana 46556.
'
BACKGROUND
'AND. __'PURPOSES',bF Tl-ll!'PRodRA¥ ",_.~.~~.
In 1968 Notre Dame Law
School initiated the first. yearround program of instruction for
American
law students
.in
England.' Its, objectives. include
the opportunity to deepen: one's
Locations: Jerusalem-Cairo
understanding of our, own, legal
London, England
syslem by a comparison-, with .
Poland-U.S.S.R.
British legal institutions, to study
Course Credit: 3 to 6 hours
common-law subjects at. their
Curriculum:
source, and to learn comparative
Jerusalem-Cairo (Dates: July 12 and international law at a leading
through August 15)
center of those dfsciplines .
. International
Law' Of the
Each summer-rapMiddle East
,
proximately 100 students' from
Comparative Law of Israel' & over 50 different law schools have
the-Arab Countries
joined with Notre Dame students
London
':
on our summer campus, Courses
International
Protection
Of offered include those in the comCivil and Political Rights
parative and international law
Law of International Trade:
field taught largely by British
Common Market .
faculty,
several
standard
Poland -- U.S.S.R.
American law courses, and -a few
Comparative Socialist Law
specialized courses that may be of
Law of International
Com-" particular
interest to certain
mercial Transactions
,.
students. Students have found
that the opportunity to study law
Expenses: Tuition, Room and in such a program not only
Some Meals from about $850 to facilitates their obtaining a law
$960, depending on program. '
degree but enables them to learn
.about and enjoy the rich cultural
Deadline for Application: May I, heritage that is England.
1979.
.
London itself offers theatres,
For further information write: . museums and numerous sightNinth Annual Summer Programs
seeing opportunities, as well as,
Abroad, The American Univer- for lawyers, the Royal Courts, the
sity; Washington College of Law; Inns of Court, and Parliament.
Washington, D.C. 20016.
Places such as Oxford, Cambridge, Runnymede, Stratford,
,Institute Description
. Windsor and Eton are nearby. An
The Law and Policy Institute
added
pleasure ,comes
from
Abroad is geared to law students,
getting to know students from a
lawyers and graduate students in variety of law schools located in
government,public
affairs and all parts of the United States. In
international
relations.
The addition to the formal courses
courses are designed to give offered, several non-credit lecstudents
an opportunity
to tures on the British legal system
enhance their legal education
and related subjects will be
through a special focus, upon scheduled.
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Session Abroad .

, in .Guadalajarais ," For further. info rrnation .write:
dueal '~loca·ti'on, 'but ..also' in its
T'he Institute
.
W,
cholce : .of '. course ·of.ferings.
in.tended. to provide students with Assistant . Dean Sandra
.Students may elect a . clinical training in inter-American legal Weckesser,
1979'
Summer
..
Sessions
Abroad,
Temple
--experience)nterning . in London
relations; to .expose non-Mexican
law 'firms, or they may choose. studens to the experience of study University, School of Law, 1719
Locations:; Salzburg,' BudapeSt,
from'a
range of traditional
in a foreign culture; to provide an North Broad Street, Philadelphia,
-,
.
,
.Pennsylvania 19122, ,
Vienna
academic courses.;'
. .....
opportunity for Inter-disciplinary
Dates: June 23to July 25
.The faculty for the program
study and interchange. with a Deadline for Application: May
Course Cre~i.t: 3·to 7 quarter
includes .distinguish~ professors
Latin-American
emphasis;
to 11, 1979.
units.
, ":
.....
'. fromeach"of
the three particiintroduce civil law students vtor. STAl'EMENTOFPURPOSE
-Curriculum:
"'"
.':'
.pating
law scboots.vTheywtll
American teaching methods and
The world has grown more
Comparative Legal fristitutions ''''joiiied.' .by experienced ..prac- 'viewpoints and to bring together • factually .and 'legally - interComparative Criminal Proce-: titioners from the English bar.
recognized experts in these fields dependent. Tomorrow's effective
dure:/'
",
. "''In
addition to a rich selection
for a summer of interchange.
lawyers and leaders will require a
Intemational.Law .
~tClinical and tr~ditional .course
The purposes of the Institute in richer understanding of the .legal
International -Trade iand De- offerings.jhe Summer in Erigland Oxford and the first annual institutions arid customs of other
velopment
wiHacquaint'
participating
'Institute'inLondonare
to provide peoples vOur
educa ti onal
Law of European Communities, . students with the origins of, students with intensive training by processes, however, too> often
International and Co~paratiye 'Anglo:'America'nlegal"~
in:' total immersion of American law imbue in us a parochial syndrome
Conflict of Laws'
stitutionswith'
modern legal students into English law, and because ·we'··study 'law in the
Expenses: Tuition, Room, and-London;'and
with' university life-.Iegal
institutions.
The OXf~rd 'cultural and physical confines of
Touring Costs: $1,325.00 .;..
in Great Britain.:';'
.. '...•
program takes a comparative onecouritry. That is why Temple

lJnive~jt~'

of thePacific

be

i

·U.D· levers. Iety' ......
of S' an':' 'DIe

independent ar
sessions is.ComparaIL
tive
Law.an
nternationa into aw.
E hi
•
Is integrated
the
ac session
..
host
untrv'IS 1.Ie I 'institutions
os coun ry s professors
ga
.
,
.'
Distinguished
and
jurists from the host countrywill
.
US f I '
join
, . .acu
W to'· comparingwith"
significant
subjectareas
of
the legal systems' of .their
homelands, Law vstudents and
lawyers from the host country
will also participate.
.
These sessions are an .integral
part of the Law School's Juris
Doctor program and, as such,
.fulfill: all academic .and . accrediting requirements' such as
faculty; credit and contact hours,
classroom, library facilities, etc,
Students will' also visit judicial
and otherlegal institutions 'of the
hostcountry.call
instruction will
be iit English,'

,."
am
'&·Mary.
W· 00'

Deadline for Application. and'
:'.' ·.·
..
,a
I pprlaochd't~O thfe A~gIOo~Sn~~~ WUI~lliverl·SnidiYI'vSI'dcuhaOIOlyIOfaLnadw
iJ?0·I~n9t7Iy9;.
'e
Payment: May 14, 1979",
~ga, tr~, I lon, OCUSI?g. .
.
For furtherinformation
write: .
slmtIantlcs
,and, dIfferences
sponsor four Summer' Sessions
e
Prof. Dennis Campbell; Summer
' "g'
be~~een ..the Amencan and, the Abroad:
iri Accra,
Athens,
1979 International Legal Studies, ~ -.... . .'
....
0 Bntlsh srste~. The emph~sls~f Jer'usalem . and Rome. The
P aCI'f' IC,. Locations: London,'England
the ..:
InstItute to "London IS. pnprl'm'ary ·focus.o·fea'ch"of the fourCQ\lc1uded.on
page 7
University
0 f'. t h e
.
McGeorge School of Law, 3200
Oxford, England
'ma~tly 10 the fIeld ofl,nternatlonal
Fifth Avenue, Sacramento,· Cali>
b,usmess law!.a -.subJect, of...p~rParis, Fran(e_'
t
th city which
lCUIar pro'pn~YI~e
fornia 95817.
Guadalajara, Mexico"
th . eriter
THEACADEMICPROGRAM
Course Credit: 1 to8hours.
or centunes. as en ,ec
.Students partlclpatlOg
" .,
". t h e
.CurrI'cu·lum'. . .
of ticross-natIonal
tradtog transto
._program. for the first ~ime~ust .'. Guadalajara -(Dates:' '. July
aCT6~sinstitute o~ Internati~nal
enr~ll :10 Co"!parat~v~ . Legal
through August2)
,
Comparative Law in France
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for "Eaw Revue"
Where will more than 1,000
.people be at 8:30 P.M. on·
Sunday, Feb. 11. More importantly, where will you be? If
you want to have some fun,
Lisner AuditoriumIs where you
should be, watching Law Revue.
Yes, Law Revue, the first
musical production ever of the
GW Law School. . Ticket sales
have been brisk, rehearsals crisp,
and enthusiasm high: But you
must get your tickets now. Sales
are conducted daily in the lobby
of Stockton Hall, 10 A.M. to 1
P.M.,and5
to 6 P.M. For those
of. you unable to buy at those
times, tickets will be sold at thedoor before the performance.
, To top off the evening, .all are
invited to attend the SBA party
.whichwillfollow the show (about
10:30 P.M. in the third floor Ball
room - of Marvin Center. Beer,
food. and music (discs spun by
WRGW'sDJs)
will be served.
_ The. cast has promised. to attend
. for thosewhowant autographs.
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